
PURCHASE AGREEMENT

TH1S AGREEMENT DATED AprilS. 2012 is made

BETWEEN:

QUINTO MINING CORPORATION, a corporation incorporated pursuant to
the Business Corporations Act (British Columbia)

(the "Vendor")

-and-

MASON GRAPHITE CORP. , a corporation incorporated pursuant to the
Business Corpora/ions Act (Ontario)

(the "Purchaser")

RECITALS

A. The Vendor is the owner of the Mining Claims.

B. The Vendor has agreed to sell, and the Purchaser has agreed to buy, all of the Vendor's
right, title and interest in and to the Min.ing Claims on the lemlS and subject to the
conditions of this Agreement.

For good and valuable consideration, the receipt and sufficiency of which are hereby
acknowledged, the Parties agree as follows:

ARTICLE 1
INTERPRETATION

I.J Definitions. in this Agreement, the following terms shall have the meanings set out
below:

"Affiliate" means, with respect to any Person, any other Person who directly or indirectly
controls, is controlled by, or is under direct or indirect common control with, such
Person, and includes any Person in like relation to an Affiliate. A Person shall be deemed
to "control" another Person if such Person possesses, directly or indirectly, the power to
direct or cause the direction of the management and poUcies of such other Person,
whether through the ownership of voting securities, by contract or otherwise; and the
tenn "controlled" shall have a similar meaning;

"Agreement" means this Agreement including the Schedules to this Agreement as it or
they may be amended or supplemented from time to time, and the expressions "hereof',
"herein", "hereto", "hereunder", "hereby" and similar expressions refer to this Agreement
and not to any particular Section or other portion of this Agreement;
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"Applicable lA1W" means. with respect to any Person, property, transaction, event or
other matter. (i) any foreign or domestic constinuion. treaty. 1m\'. statute. regulation.
code. ordinance, principle of common law or equity. civil law. mle. municipal by-law.
order or other requirement having the force of law, (ii) any policy, practice, protocol.
standard or guideline of any governmental authority which, although not necessarily
having the force of law. is regarded by such governmental authority as requiring
compliance as if it had the force of law (collectively, the "law") relating or applicable to
such Person, property. transaction, event or other matter and also includes. where
appropriate, any interpretation of the Law (or any part thereof) by any Person having
jurisdiction over it, or charged with its administration or interpretation;

"Business Day" means any day other than a Saturday, Sunday or statutory holiday in the
Province of Ontario, the Province of Quebec or the State of Ohio;

"Ch:mge of Control" means, in respect of the Purchaser, any of the following:

(a) the completion of an amalgamation, arrangement, merger or other consolidation
or combination of Purchaser and any other Person such that immediately
following any such event, the members of the board of directors of Purchaser
prior to such event do not constitute a majority of the board of directors of the
successor entity resulting from such event;

(b) the acquisition by any Person or group of Persons acting jointly or in concert. of
direct or indirect beneficiaJ ownership of more than 50% of the votes attaching to
the outstanding shares of the Purchaser;

(c) the sale of all or substantially all of the Purchaser's assets; and

(d) the liquidation, dissolution or winding up of the Purchaser, or other distribution of
the assets of the Purchaser among its shareholders, for the purposes of winding up
the affairs of the Purchaser;

"Closing Date" means the date on which the transaction of purchase and saJe
contemplated by this Agreement shall have been completed in accordance with the terms
hereof, which date shall be the date hereof or such later date as agreed to by the Parties in
writing;

"Closing Payment" means an amount of$7,500,OOO;

"Collateral" has the meaning set out in Section 2.4;

"Commercial Production" means, in respect of the Lands or any portion thereof, the
day that is 90 days following the date on which Purchaser has mined, sold and shipped
from the Lands the first 10,000 metric tonnes of graphite derived from the Lands,
whether to an ann's length purchaser or otherwise. For greater certainty, graphite shall
be deemed to have been shipped from the Lands when it is physically removed therefrom
and regardless of the form of such graphite at the time of such shipment and, for greater
certainty, regardless of whether such graphite, at the time of such shipment, has
undergone beneficiation or any other [oml o[ processing;
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"Commercial Production Amount" means an amount of $5.000,000:

·'Damages" means, whether or not involving a third party claim. any loss. cost. liability.
claim. interest. tine, penalty. assessment. damages available at law or in equity
(excluding incidental, consequential, special, aggravated, exemplary or punitive
damages), expense (including reasonable costs, fees and expenses of legal counsel on a
fuU indemnity basis, without reduction for tariff rates or similar reductions and
reasonable costs, fees and expenses of investigation) or diminution in vaJue;

"Deed of Sale and Hypothec" means a deed of sale and hypothec in the fonn attached
hereto as Schedule "8" which shall be prepared by Vendor's counsel and which shall
contain, inter alia, a resolutory clause;

"Feasibility Study" has the meaning ascribed thereto by the Canadian institute of
Mining, Metallurgy and Petroleum, as the CIM Definition Standards on Mineral
Resources and Mineral Reserves adopted by elM Council, as amended;

"Feasibility Study Amount" means an amount of $2,500,000;

"Hypothecs" has the meaning set out in Section 2.4;

"Innn Agreement" means that certain agreement in principle entered into amongst the
Govenunent of Quebec, the Government of Canada and the First Nation of Betsiamites,
the First Nation of Essipit, the First Nation of Mashteuiatsh and the First Nation of
Nutashkuan and dated March 31, 2004;

"I.usolveney Event" in respect of the Purchaser, means the Purchaser becomes insolvent
or bankrupt, or makes or files a proposal, a notice of intention to make a proposal or an
assignment for the benefit of creditors under the Bankruptcy and Insolvency Act (Canada)
or comparable legislation in Canada or any other jurisdiction; a petition in bankruptcy is
filed against the Purchaser; proceedings are initiated under any legislation by or against
the Purchaser seeking its liquidation, winding-up, dissolution or reorganization or any
arrangement or composition of its debts; or, the Purchaser ceases or the Vendor
detemlines, in good faith and on a commercially reasonable basis, that the Purchaser has
threatened to cease to carryon in the normal course all or any material part of the
Purchaser's business;

"Lands" means the lands subject to the Mining Claims;

"Mining Claims" means, as of the date of this Agreement, the 111111111g claims more
particularly described in Schedule "A" and, after the date of this Agreement, said mining
claims and all mining claims, mining leases and any other mining title, deed or right to
mineral substances or right to carry out work on land for the purposes of exploration,
appraisal, development and extraction of mineral substances resulting from the renewal,
conversion or any other transformation of said mining claims including, without
limitation, any mining claims obtained (by staking or map designation) in replacement of
such mining claims;

'·MRNFQ" means the Ministere des Ressources naturelles et de la Faune du Quebec;
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"Notice" has the meaning set out in Section 7.2;

"Party" means a party to this Agreement and any reference to a "Party" includes its
successors and pemlitted assigns; "Parties" means every Party;

"Person" is to be broadly interpreted and includes an individual. a corporation, a
partnership, a trust, an unincorporated organization including a co-operative, the
government of a country or any political subdivision thereof, or any agency or
department of any such government, and the executors, administrators or other legal
representatives ofan individual in such capacity;

"Prime Rate" means lhe prime ratc of interest per annum quoted by the Bank of
MantecaJ from time to lime as its reference ratc of interest for Canadian dollar demand
loans made to its commercial customers in Canada and which Bank of MOlltreaJ refers to
as its "prime rate", as such rate may be changed from time to time;

"Purchase Price" means the purchase price for the Mining Claims as set out in Section
2.2;

"Purchaser" means Mason Graphite Corp. and its successors and assigns pemliHed by
this Agreement;

"Purchaser's Indemnified Parties" means the Purchaser and the Purchaser's Aftjl.iates
and their respective directors, officers, employees and agents;

"Related Parties" means, with respect to the Purchaser: (i) the Purchaser's Aftlliates; (ii)
the respective directors, officers, employees, agents and advisors (each in hislher/its
individual capacity and/or on behalf of any Person) of the Purchaser and the Purchaser's
Affiliates; and (iii) the Person eligible to receive a fee or other compensation in exchange
for management services provided to the Purchaser;

"Release Dute" means the date on which the Secured Obligations have been indefeasibly
paid, performed and discharged in full;

"Secured Obligations" has the meaning set out at Section 2.4;

"Transfer Taxes" has the meaning set out in Section 7.7;

"Vendor" means Quinto Mining Corporation and its successors and assigns permitted by
this Agreement;

"Vendor's Indemnified Parties" means the Vendor and the Vendor's Affiliates and
their respective directors, officers, employees and agents;

"Warrants!'> means the common share purchase warrants for the purchase of conUllon
shares of the Purchaser represented by the Warrant Certificate;

I'Warrant Certificate" means the certificate representing the Warrants attached hereto
as Schedule "C";
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1.2 Headings and Table of Contents. The division of this Agreement into Articles and
Sections. the insertion of headings. and the provision of any table of contents are for convenience
ofreference only and shall not affect the construction or interpretation of this Agreement.

1.3 Number and Gender. Unless the context requires otherwise. words importing the
singular include the plural and vice versa and words importing gender include all genders.

1.4 Currenc),. Unless otherwise expressly stated in this Agreement, all references to money
shaU refer to the lawful currency of the United States of America. The Parties hereby
acknowledge and agree that to the extent any amount expressed in United States currency is
required to be reflected in any document in Canadian currency, such United States currency
anlOunt shall be converted to Canadian currency based on the USD-CAD Noon Rate reported by
the Bank of Canada on the Business Day immediately prior to the date of execution of such
document.

1.S Computation of Time Periods. Except as expressly set out in this Agreement, the
computation of any period of time referred to in this Agreement shall exclude the fust day and
include the last day of such period. If the time limited for the perfonllance or completion of any
matter under this Agreement expires or falls on a day that is not a Business Day. the time so
limited shall extend to the next following Business Day.

ARTICLE 2
PURCHASE AND SALE

2.1 Purchase and Sale. The Purchaser agrees to purchase from the Vendor, and the Vendor
agrees to sell to the Purchaser, on the terms and subject to the conditions contained in this
Agreement, for the Purchase Price, all of the right, title and interest of the Vendor in and to the
Mining Claims.

2.2 Purchase Price. The Purchase Price for the Mining Claims shall be an amount equal to
the sum of $15,000,000.00 plus the fair market value of the Warrants, which the Vendor and the
Purchaser have determined is $1.00.

2.3 Payment of Purchase Price. The Purchase Price shall be paid to the Vendor in the
following manner:

(a) by payment on the Closing Date to the Vendor, by certified cheque or bank draft,
or by wire transfer, as directed by the Vendor, of the Closing Payment;

(b) by delivery on the Closing Date to the Vendor of the Warrant Certificate;

(c) by payment to the Vendor of the Feasibility Study Amount in accordance with
Section 2.5 hereof; and

(d) by payment to the Vendor of the Commercial Production Amount in accordance
with Section 2.6 hereof.

2.4 Hypothec/Security. To secure full and timely payment of the Purchase Price and the
performance of all the Purchaser's obligatjons hereunder and under the Deed of Sale and
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Hypothec (collectively. the "Secured Obligations"). the Purchaser shall hypothecate and grant a
security interest in, in favour of the Vendor. all undertaking, personal property and real property
of the Purchaser including. without limitation. the Mining Claims. the mineral substances and
any other property derived I.herefrolll. any other property located on the Lands and <my proceeds
resulting frOI11 any of the foregoing property whether from the disposition of such property or as
a result of income earned on such property (collectively. the ··Collatc.-al") pursuant to one or
more deeds of hypothec (including, without limitation. the hypothec contained in the Deed of
Sale and Hypothec) or security agreements in form and substance satisfactory to the Vendor. and
free and clear of any liens or encumbrances (such hypothecs and security agreements
collectively, the "H)'pothees"). Upon the written request of the Purchaser given at any time on
or after the Release Date, the Vendor shall promptly release the Collateral from the Hypothecs.
Upon such release, and at the request and expense of the Purchaser, the Vendor shall execute and
deliver to the Purchaser such releases and discharges as the Purchaser may reasonably request.

2.5 Payment of Feasibility Study Amount. The Purchaser shall pay to the Vendor the
Feasibility Study Amount, by certified cheque or bank draft, or by wire transfer, as directed by
the Vendor. by no later than the fifth Business Day following the day on which a Feasibility
Study is prepared and completed, at the request of and at the sole cost and expense of the
Purchaser, in respect of the Lands and the Mining Claims. Notwithstanding the foregoing, should
a Feasibility Study in respect of the Lands and the Mining Claims not have been prepared and
completed by the day that is 36 months following the date hereof, the Purchaser shall pay to the
Vendor (i) an amount equal to 50% of the Feasibility Study Amount on such day that is 36
months following the date hereof; and (ii) an amount equal to 50% of the Feasibility Study
Amount on the earlier of (x) the fifth Business Day following the day on which a Feasibility
Study in respect of the Lands and the Mining Claims is prepared and completed; and (y) the day
that is 42 months following the date hereof. For purposes of the foregoing, the Purchaser shall
provide to the Vendor a copy of the Feasibility Study in respect of the Lands and the Mining
Claims promptly upon completion thereof.

2.6Paymeut of Commercial Production Amount. The Purchaser shaH pay to the Vendor
the Commercial Production Amount, by certified cheque or bank draft, or by wire transfer, as
directed by the Vendor, by no later than the fifth Business Day following the day on which
Commercial Production is achieved. Notwithstanding the foregoing, should Commercial
Production not have been achieved by the day that is 54 months following the date hereof, the
Purchaser shall pay to the Vendor (i) an amount equal to 50% of the Commercial Production
Amount on such day that is 54 months following the date hereof; and (ii) an amount equal to
50% of the Commercial Production Amount on the earlier of (x) the fifth Business Day
foUowing the day on whjch Commercial Production is achieved; and (y) the day that is 60
months foUowing the dale hereof. For purposes of the foregoing, the Purchaser shall promptly
advise the Vendor upon the Purchaser achieving Commercial Production.

2.7 Duty to Notify and Access. For so long as any portion of the Feasibility Study Amount
remains outstanding the Purchaser shall provide a written notice of the status of the preparation
and completion of the Feasibility Study to the Vendor on the last day of each June and
December, commencing on December 31, 2012. For so long as any portion of the Commercial
Production Amount remains outstanding, the Purchaser shall provide written notice of the status
of Commercial Production on the last day of each June and December, commencing on
December 31, 2012. For so long as any portion of the Feasibility Study Amount or the
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Commercial Production Amount remains outstanding, the Purchaser shalJ aUow the Vendor or
any duly authorized representative of the Vendor to inspect, at the risk ofthe Vendor, the Lands
and any locations. to the extent such locations are within the control of the Purchaser. at whkh
minerals, ores and other products removed from the Lands are stockpiled and processed upon the
Vendor giving the Purchaser 48 hours prior written notice. provided however that it is agreed and
understood that the Purchaser may refuse any such request where. in the reasonable opinion of
the Purchaser. such inspection would interfere with the Purchaser's activities on the Land or at
such other locations. In the event of any such refusal. the Purchaser shall allow the Vendor
access in accordance with this Section 2.7 within five Business Days of the date of any such
refusal.

ARTICLE 3
COVENANTS, REPRESENTATIONS AND WARRANTI ES

3.1 Covenants, Representations and Warranties of the Vendor. The Vendor covenants,
represents and warrants to and in favour of the Purchaser that:

(1) Corporate Status. The Vendor is a corporation duly incorporated and subsisting
under the laws of the province of British Columbia and has the corporate power, authority, right
and capacity to own its property and assets and to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement
and to carry out the transactions contemplated by this Agreement in the manner contemplated by
this Agreement.

(2) Due Authorization. The Vendor has the corporate power, authority and capacity
to enter into this Agreement and all other agreements and instnunents to be executed by it as
contemplated by this Agreement and to carry out its obligations under this Agreement and such
other agreements and instruments. The execution and delivery of thjs Agreement and such other
agreements and instruments and the completion of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement and such other agreements and instruments have been duly authorized by all
necessary corporate action.

(3) EnfOrceability of Obligations. This Agreement constitutes a valid and binding
obligation of the Vendor enforceable against the Vendor in accordance with its tenns subject,
however, to limjtations on enforcement imposed by bankruptcy, insolvency. reorganization or
other laws affecting the enforcement of the rights of creditors or others and to the extent that
equitable remedies slich as specific perfomlance and injunctions are only available in the
discretion of the court from whjch they are sought.

(4) Residence. The Vendor is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of
Section 116 of the income Tax Act (Canada).

(5) Title. Based solely on searches at the on-line public register of real and
immoveable mining rights maintained by the MRNFQ. the Vendor is the sole owner of all right.
title and interest in and to the Mining Claims, free and clear of any registered liens or
encumbrances.

3.2 No Additional Representations of Vendor.

(1) Without limitation, the Vendor makes no representations, warranties or assertions
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as 10:

(a) the presence or existence or possible presence or existence of any metaL
mineral, ore, ore body or other conmlercially valuable substance or thing
on or under the Lands or the ability of or costs to the Purchaser to explore,
mine, produce or otherwise recover any financial benefit from the Mining
Claims;

(b) the existence or availability of any necessary permits or approvals under
any Applicable Law or of any right, agreement, title or understanding, in
respect of any surface rights or in respeci of water use, flow or
consumption which may be required for access, exploratjon, development.
exploitation or any other use of any kind whatsoever of the Mining
Claims; or

(c) the accuracy or completeness of any statements, books, records,
infomlation or other disclosure provided to the Purchaser, including
without limitation any statements, books, records, infomlation or other
disclosure provided to the Purchaser in respect of the matters set out in (a)
and (b) above

at any time before, at or after the execution of this Agreement.

(2) Without limitation to anything else contained herein, the Vendor makes no
representations or warranties as to, and asswnes no liability for, the completeness. accuracy.
validity or correctness of any geological data or interpretations provided by the Vendor to the
Purchaser, or as to the economic viability of the Mining Claims or any exploration or mining
activity on or around the Lands or the ability of any Person to derive conunercial value of any
type whatsoever from the Mining Claims.

(3) The Purchaser acknowledges that it is relying entirely upon its own judgment,
investigation and inspection in proceeding with the transactions contemplated hereunder.
Without limiting the foregoing, the Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that, except as expressly
provided for herein, it is purchasing the Mining Claims on an "as is, where is" basis, that it
accepts such Mining Claims in the state, condition and location as inspected by the Purchaser,
and that the Vendor has made no representations, warranties, terms, conditions. understandings
or collateral agreements, express or implied, statutory or otherwise, with respect to the title,
condition, description, fitness for purpose, quality or any other thing, affecting any of the Mining
Claims, or in respect of any other maner or thing whatsoever. The Purchaser further
acknowledges that all written and oral infonnation obtained from the Vendor or its employees,
agents, consultants, advisors or solicitors with respect to the Mining Claims or otherwise relating
10 the transactions contemplated in this Agreement has been obtained for the convenience of the
Purchaser only, and that Vendor has not made any representation or warranty, expressed or
implied. statutory or otherwise, as to the accuracy and completeness of any such infonnation.
The Vendor shall not have any liability for any representations, expressed or implied, contained
in. or omitted from, any written or oral communications transmitted to the Purchaser in the
course of any of its investigations of the Mining Claims, other than as specifically set out in this
Agreement.
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3.3 Covenants, Representations and Warranties of the Purchaser. The Purchaser
covenants. represents and warrants to and in favour of the Vendor that:

(1) Corporate Stall/s. The Purchaser is a corporation duly incorporated and
subsisting lll1der the laws of the province of Ontario and has the corporate power. authority_ right
and capacity to own ils property and assets and to enter into, execute and deliver this Agreement
and to carry out the transactions contemplated by this Agreement in the manner contemplated by
this Agreement.

(2) Due Aurhoriz(Jrion. The Purchaser has the corporate power, authority and
capacity to enter into this Agreement and all other agreements and instruments to be executed by
it as contemplated by this Agreement and to carry out its obligations under this Agreement and
such other agreements and instruments. The execution and delivery of this Agreement and such
other agreements and instruments and the completion of the transactions contemplated by this
Agreement and such other agreement and instnunents have been duly authorized byaJl necessary
action on the part of the Purchaser.

(3) EnforceabililV of Obligations. This Agreement constitutes a valid and binding
obligation of the Purchaser enforceable against the Purchaser in accordance with its terms
subject, however, to limitations on enforcement imposed by bankruptcy, insolvency.
reorganization or other laws affecting the enforcement of the rights of creditors or others and to
the extent that equitable remedies such as specific perfomlance and injunctions are only
available in the discretion of the court from which they are sought.

(4) Residence. The Purchaser is not a non-resident of Canada within the meaning of
Section 116 of the Income Tar Act (Canada).

(5) Applicable Law. The Purchaser hereby covenants and agrees that, in respect of
the Mining Claims, it shall comply with any and all material obligations arising under Applicable
Law. Without limitation to the foregoing, the Purchaser hereby covenants and agrees that it shall
deal with any First Nations Persons who may claim rights in or to the Lands in accordance with
Applicable Law including, without limitation, the Lnnu Agreement.

(6) No Liens/Good Standing. For so long as any of the Secured Obligations remain
outstanding, the Purchaser hereby covenants and agrees to maintain all the Lands and the Mining
Claims in good standing (including renewing the terms of the Mining Claims), free of any and
all liens, encumbrances or charges, other than as provided for herein.

(7) No Consumer Sales. The Mining Claims are not being purchased by the
Purchaser in the course of the business of a Person making supplies of minerals to "consumers",
as such term is defined in the Ercise Tax Act, Canada.

(8) Financial Covenants. For so long as any of the Secured Obligations remain
outstanding, the Purchaser covenants and agrees that no dividends or other distributions shall be
declared or made to the shareholders of the Purchaser. The Purchaser further covenants and
agrees that for so long as any of the Secured Obligations remain outstanding, no amount of any
shareholder loans shall be repaid to the shareholders of the Purchaser, and the Purchaser hereby
covenants and agrees to secure such postponement agreements as the Vendor may require in
respect of the foregoing.
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(9) Negative Covenant. TIle Purchaser hereby represents, warrants and covenants
that for so long as any of the Secured Obligations remain outstanding, it shall not engage in any
transactions. including purchasing or selling goods or services or agreeing to or making payment
of fees, including management fees, with any Related Parties except in the ordinary course of
business at prices and on tenns and conditions not less favourable to the Purchaser than could be
obtained on an arm's-length basis from unrelated third parties.

ARTICLE 4
CLOSING ARRANGEMENTS

4.1 Closing. The transactions contemplated by this Agreement shall be consummated by:

(1) delivery by the Vendor on the Closing Date of all documents and items referred to
in Section 4.2 to the Purchaser in the manner as instructed by the Purchaser (unless otherwise
provided herein); and

(2) delivery by the Purchaser on the Closing Date of all documents and items referred
to in Section 4.3 to the Vendor in the marmer as instructed by the Vendor (unless otherwise
provided herein).

4.2 Oelh'eries of the Vendor. By no later than 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the Closing
Date, the Vendor shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the Purchaser the following:

(I) Deed orSale {md Hypothec. The Deed of Sale and Hypothec and the Hypothecs,
if any. duly executed by the Vendor and notarized as required. such Hypothecs free and clear of
any liens or other encumbrances.

(2) Certified Resolution. A certified copy of a resolution of the board of directors of
the Vendor authorizing the transactions contemplated herein.

(3) Other. Such other bills of sale, transfers, assignments and documents as the
Purchaser may reasonably require to transfer title to the Mining Claims from the Vendor to the
Purchaser.

4.3 Deliveries of the Purchaser. By no later than 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the Closing
Date, the Purchaser shall deliver or cause to be delivered to the Vendor:

(I) Closing Payment. The Closing Payment.

(2) Warrant Certificate. The Warrant Certificate. duly executed.

(3) Deed orSale and Hv{)othec. The Deed of Sale and Hypothec, and the Hypothecs,
if any, duly executed by the Purchaser and notarized as required, such Hypothecs free and clear
of any liens or other encumbrances.

(4) Certified Resolution. A certified copy of a resolution of the board of directors of
the Purchaser authorizing the transactions contemplated herein and the grant of
securitylhypothecation over the Collateral.
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(5) Olher. Such further documentation relating to the consummation of the
transactions contemplated herein as the Vendor may reasonably require.

ARTICLES
INDEMNlFICAnON

5.1 Survival. All provisions of this Agreement and of any other agreement, certiticate or
instrument delivered pursuant to this Agreement shall not merge on Closing but shall survive the
execution, delivery and perfoml,lIlce of this Agreement, the Closing and the executjon and
delivery of any transfer documents or other documents of title to the Mining Claims and all other
agreements. certificates and instruments delivered pursuant to this Agreement and the payment
of the consideration for the Mining Claims.

5.2 Indemnity by the Vendor. The Vendor shall indemnify the Purchaser's Indenmitied
Parties and save them fully harmless against, and will reimburse or compensate them for, any
Damages arising from, in connection with or related in any manner whatsoever to:

(a) any incorrectness in or breach of any representation or warranty of the Vendor
contained in this Agreement or in any other agreement, certificate or instrument
executed and delivered pursuant to this Agreement; or

(b) any breach or any non fulfilment of any covenant or agreement on the part of the
Vendor contained in this Agreement or in any other agreement, certificate or
instrument executed and delivered pursuant to this Agreement.

5.3 Indemnity by the Purchaser. The Purchaser shall indemnify the Vendor's lndemnified
Parties and save them fully harmless against, and will reimburse or compensate them for, any
Damages arising from, in connection with or related in any manner whatsoever to:

(n) any incorrectness in or breach of any representation or warranty of the Purchaser
contained in this Agreement or in any other agreement, certificate or instrument
executed and delivered pursuant to this Agreement;

(b) any breach or non fulfilment of any covenant or agreement on the part of the
Purchaser contained in this Agreement or in any other agreement, certificate or
instrument executed and delivered pursuant to this Agreement;

(c) the enforcement ofthe rights of the Vendor hereunder or pursuant to the Deed of
Sale and Hypothec and the Hypothecs; or

(d) the payment or non-payment of any Taxes in connection with the transactions
contemplated herein.

ARTICLE 6
POST CLOSING MATIERS

6.1 Further Assurances. Subject to the terms and conditions of this Agreement. each Party
shall promptly do, execlite, deliver or cause to be done, executed and delivered all further acts,
documents and things in connection with this Agreement that the other Party may reasonably
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require. for the purposes of giving effect to this Agreement and to the transactions contemplated
herein and. where appropriate, cooperate with each other in doing those acts and things.

6.2 Filings & Registrations. The Vendor shall be responsible to promptly file the Deed of
Sale and Hypothec and the Hypothecs. if any, at the public register of real and immoveable
mining rights maintained by MRNFQ, at the register of real rights of state resource development
and at the register of personal and movable real rights and the applicable personal property
security register(s) to reflect the transfer of the Mining Claims to the Purchaser and the
Hypothecs. as applicable. on the public record. The Vendor shaH be responsible to pay for all
filing and recordation fees, costs and expenses in respect thereof. The Vendor agrees to
promptly deliver to the Purchaser copies of any notification, confirmation or other document
confimling the registration of the transfer of the Mining Claims from the Vendor to the
Purchaser. The Vendor shall not incur any liability whatsoever to the Purchaser for any delay in
or refusal to accept the filing of the Deed of Sale and Hypothec.

ARTICLE 7
MlSCELLANEOUS

7.1 Relationship of the Parties. Nothing in this Agreement shall be construed so as to make
the Purchaser a partner of the Vendor or to make the Vendor a fiduciary of the Purchaser, and
nothing in this Agreement shall be construed so as to make the Purchaser an owner of the Mining
Claims for any purpose until the Closing.

7.2 Notices.

(I) Notice Any notice, certificate, consent, detemlination or other communication
required or pennittcd to be given or made under this Agreement (a "Notice") shall be in writing
and shall be effectively given and made if (i) delivered personally, (ii) sent by prepaid courier
service or mail, or (iii) sent prepaid by fax or other similar means of electronic communication.
ill each case to the applicable address set out below:

(a) in the case of the Vendor addressed to it at:

Quinto Mining Corporation
clo Cliffs Natural Resources Inc.
200 Public Square
Suite 3300
Cleveland, Ohio
44114

22209801.8

Attention:
E-Mail:

And to:

Attention:
E-Mail

Monica Tarasco
rnonica.tarasco@CliffsNR.com

Glenn Hemminger
glenn.henuninger@CliffsNR.com
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with a copy to:

Blake, C~lsscls & Graydon LLP
Conmlerce Court West
199 Bay Street. Suite 4000
Toronto, Ontario
M5L lA9

Attention:
E-mail:

Thomas A. McKee
tom.mckee@blakes.com

(b) and in the case of the Purchaser addressed to it at

Mason Graphite Corp.
65 Queen Street West, Suite 805
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 2M5

Attention:
E~mail:

And to:

Attention:
E-mail:

Benoit Moreau
bmoreau@forbesmanhanan.com

Josh Van Deurzen
jvandeurzen@forbesmanhanan.com

(2) Means of Communicating No/ices. Any such communication so given or made
shaH be deemed to have been given or made and to have been received on the day of delivery if
delivered, or on the day of faxing or sending by other means of recorded electronic
communication, provided that such day in either event is a Business Day and the communication
is so delivered, faxed or sent prior to 5:00 p.m. on such day. Otherwise, such conununication
shall be deemed to have been given and made and to have been received on the next following
Business Day. Any such communication sent by mail shall be deemed to have been given and
made and to have been received on the fifth Business Day following the mailing thereof;
provided however that no such communication shall be mailed during any actual or apprehended
disruption of postal services. Any such communication given or made in any other manner shall
be deemed to have been given or made and to have been received only upon actual receipt.

(3) Change or Address fOr Notice. Any Party may from time to time change its
address under this Section 7.2 by notice to the other Party given in the manner provided by this
Section.

7.3 Assignment. The rights and obligations of a Party under this Agreement may not be
assigned without the prior written consent of the other Party; provided, however, that the Vendor
may assign its rights and obligations under this Agreement to an Affiliate upon 2 days written
notice to the Purchaser.

7.4 Acceleration. Subject to Section 7.5, in the event, following the Closing Date, that (a)
the Purchaser sells, conveys or assigns any of its right, title or interest in all or any part of the

222098018
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Mining Claims; (b) the Purchaser enlers into ajoinl venture arrangement in respect ortlle Mining
Claims or grants any option to acquire an interest in all or any of the Mining Claims; (e) any
hypothec. lien. claim or any other encumbrance is registered or claimed in respect of all or any of
the Collateral; (d) any Person holding a lien with respect to any of the Collateral takes possession
of aU or any material part of the CoUateraL or a distress. execution or other similar process is
levied against all or any material part of the Collateral: (e) all or any of the Mining Claims are
allowed to expire. are abandoned, are refused for renewal or otherwise allowed to cease to exist;
(f) a Change of Control occurs in respect of the Purchaser; (g) the Purchaser is the subject of an
Insolvency Event; (h) the Purchaser is in default of its obligations hereunder, which default is not
cured within ten days of the conmlencement of such default; or (i) any event, development or
circumstance occurs or could reasonably be expected to occur which could have a material
adverse effect on the ability of the Purchaser to perfonn its obligations hereunder or if any
material part of the Collateral is about to be placed in jeopardy, the obligations of the Purchaser
to pay to the Vendor any amount then outstanding hereunder, including any interest owing
thereon shaU accelerate and, notwithstanding anything else contained herein, all such outstanding
amounts shall immediately be due and payable by the Purchaser to the Vendor.

7.5 Joint Vcntures. Notwithstanding Section 7.4 hereot~ the Purchaser shall not be
precluded from entering into ajoint venture arrangement in respect of the Mining Claims so long
as any Person who would gain any rights of any sort whatsoever in or to the Mining Claims
pursuant to such arrangement including, without limitation, any limited or general partner in a
limited partnership arrangement or any co-venturer in a contractual joint venture arrangement
agrees, in writing, prior to the time at which any such rights are gained by such Person, to be
solidarily, jointly and severally liable for the obligations of the Purchaser hereunder, lUlder the
Deed of Sale and Hypothec and the I-Iypothecs. Prior to the consummation of any such joint
venture arrangement, the Purchaser shall give prior I,/o,rrinen notice of the identity of any Person
who would gain any right in or to the Mining Claims pursuant to such arrangement.

7.6 Successors aDd Assigns. This Agreement shall enure to the benefit of and shall be
binding upon the Parties and their respective successors and permitted assigns.

7.7 Transfcr Taxcs. The consideration payable by the Purchaser to the Vendor under this
Agreement is exclusive of all applicable sales, goods and services, hamlOnized sales, value
added, use, transfer, land transfer, land duty, municipal, local and other similar taxes or charges
exigible upon the purchase and sale of the Mining Claims to the Vendor under this Agreement
("Transfer Taxes"). The Purchaser shall be responsible for paying any and all applicable
Transfer Taxes, which, for greater clarity, shall not include any income taxes payable upon
amounts received by the Vendor from the Purchaser as consideration for the transfer of the
Mining Claims from the Vendor to the Purchaser. The Purchaser shall se!fM 3ssess any applicable
goods and services taxlharmonized sales tax and Quebec sales tax in respect of the sale of the
Mining Claims directly to the relevant laxation authority, pursuant to subsections 221 (2) and
228(4) of the Excise Tax ACI (Canada) and sections 423 and 438 of an ACI respecling lhe Quebec
safes lax.

7.8 lntcrest on Ovcrduc Payments. Any anl0unl due and payable by the Purchaser
hereunder that is not paid by the Purchaser on the date that such amount became due and payable
pursuant to the terms hereof shall bear interest at a per annlUll rate equal to the Prime Rate in
effect on the date that such amount became due and payable plus 2%, until paid.

222098018
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7.9 No Compensation or Set-Off. The Purchaser shall not be entitled to compensation or
set off any amount due and payable to tllC Vendor pursuant to this Agreement. the Deed of Sale
and Hypothec or the Hypothecs against any amounts payable by the Vendor to the Purchaser
whether pursuant to this Agreement or otherwise.

7.10 Time or Essence. Time shall be of the essence of this Agreement in all respects.

7.11 Entire AgreementlRcmedies Cumulative. This Agreement. the Deed of Sale and
Hypothec and the Hypothecs constitute the entire agreement between the Parties pertaining to the
subject matter of this Agreement and supersede aJi prior agreements, understandings,
negotiations and discussions, whether oral or written. There are 110 conditions, warrantjes,
representations or other agreements between the Parties in connection with the subject matter of
this Agreement (whether oral or written, express or implied, statutory or otherwise) except as
specifically set out in this Agreement, the Deed of Sale and Hypothec or the I-Iypothecs. The
rights, remedies, powers and privileges herein provided to a Party are clmmlative and in addition
to and not exclusive of or in substitution for any rights, remedies, powers and privileges
otherwise available to that Party.

7.12 Waiver. A waiver of any default, breach or non-compliance under this Agreement is not
effective unJess in writing and signed by the Party to be bound by the waiver or its solicitor. No
waiver shall be inferred from or implied by any failure to act or delay in acting by a Party in
respect of any default, breach or non-observance or by anything done or omitted to be done by
the other Party. The waiver by a Party of any default, breach or non-compliance under this
Agreement shall not operate as a waiver of that Party's rights under this Agreement in respect of
any continuing or subsequent default. breach or non-observance (whether of the same or any
other nature).

7.13 Severability. Any provision of this Agreement which is prohibited or unenforceable in
any jurisdiction shall, as to that jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such prohibition or
unenforceability and shall be severed from the balance of this Agreement, all without affecting
the remaining provisions of this Agreement or affecting the validity or enforceability of such
provision in any other jurisdiction.

7.14 Counterparts. This Agreement may be executed in any number of counterparts, each of
which shall be deemed to be an original and all of which taken together shall be deemed to
constitute one and the same instrument. Counterparts may be executed either in originaJ or faxed
or electronic fonn and the Parties adopt any signatures received by a receiving fax machine or
other electronic means as original signatures of the Parties; provided, however, that any Party
providing its signature in such manner shall promptly forward to the other Party an original of
the signed copy oftms Agreement which was so faxed or transmitted by other electronic means.

7.15 Governing Law. This Agreement shall be governed by and construed in accordance
with the laws of the Province of Quebec and the laws of Canada applicable in Quebec and shall
be treated, in all respects, as a Quebec contract. The Parties to this Agreement hereby
irrevocably and unconditionally attorn to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of the Provi.nce
of Quebec and all courts competent to hear appeals therefrom.

22209801.8
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7.16 Language. The Parties have required that this Agreement and all deeds. documents and
notices relating to this Agreement be drawn up in the English Language. Les parties aux
presentes ant exige que Ie present contrat et tous alltres contralS. documents au avis af'ferenls aux
presentes soient rediges en langue anglaise.

7.17 Confidentiality. Except as required by Applicable Law and subject to Section 6.2. no
Party shall make any public announcements or statements conceming this Agreement or the
transactions contemplated hereby without the prior approval of the other Party, not to be
unreasonably withheld. Tbe text of any public announcements or statements, including a news
release which a Party intends to make pursuant to the foregoing exceptjon. shall be made
available to the other Party not less than two Business Days prior to publication and such other
Party shall have the right to make suggestions for changes therein. If a Party is identified in such
public announcement or statement it shall not be released without the consent of that Party in
writing.

IREMAINDER OF PAGE INTENTIONALLY LEFT BLANKI
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IN WITNESS WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first
written above.

QUINTO MINING CORPORATION

By:
Name: Clifford T. Smith
Title: Senior Vice President
I have authority to bind the corporation.

MASON GRAPUlTE CORP.

By:
Name:
Title:
I have authority to bind the corporation.

Schedules

Schedule A - Mining Claims
Schedule B - Deed of Sale and Hypothec
Schedule C - Warrant Certificate

22209801.8
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.IN WITNESS 'WHEREOF the Parties have executed this Agreement as of the date first
written above.

QUINTO MINING CORPORATION

By:
Name:
Title:
I have authority to bind the corporation.

MASON GRAPHITE CORP.

By: ~~-
Name: Jt!...0;~W_U
Title: ~.JJ).£~~ c~o

I have authority to bind the corporation.

Schedules

Sohedule A - Mining Claims
Schedule B - Deed of Sale and Hypothec
Schedule C- Warrant Certificate



SCHEDULE A

Mining Claims

No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
ITvDe of minioo title)

I. CDC 1037499
2. CDC 1040948
, CDC 1040951,.
4. CDC 1040971
5. CDC 1041009
6. CDC 1041010
7. CDC 1049508
8. CDC 1049509
9. CDC 1049513
10. CDC 1049514
II. CDC 1049520
12. CDC 1049524
13. CDC 1100154
14. CDC 1100155
15. CDC 1101017
16. CDC 1105037
17. CDC 1105595
18. CDC 1118429
19. CDC 1118431
20. CDC 1118435
21. CDC 2104406
22. CDC 2104415
23. CDC 1037522
24. CDC 1040766
25. CDC 1040947
26. CDC 1040957
27. CDC 1040987
28. CDC 1041002
29. CDC 1041016
30. CDC 1041024
31. CDC 1041028
32. CDC 1105018
" CDC 1105023».
34. CDC 1105024
35. CDC 1106111
36. CDC 1106112
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No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
{Tvne of mioiop title\

37. CDC 1118347
38. CDC 1118381
39. CDC 1118385
40. CDC 1118455
41. CDC 2104398
42. CDC 2104405
43. CDC 2104412
44. CDC 1037518
45. CDC 1037520
46. CDC 1037523
47. CDC 1040970
48. CDC 1040989
49. CDC 1041007
50. CDC 1041008
51. CDC 1041041
52. CDC 1049511
53. CDC 1049522
54. CDC 1049527
55. CDC 1049530
56. CDC 1101019
57. CDC 1105015
58. CDC 1105021
59 CDC 1105041
60. CDC 1105054
61. CDC 1105336
62. CDC 1112937
63. CDC 1112938
64. CDC 1118548
65. CDC 2104397
66. CDC 2104399
67. CDC 2104401
68. CDC 2104417
69. CDC 1040944
70. CDC 1040946
71. CDC 1040949
72. CDC 1040952
73. CDC 1040953
74. CDC 1040958
75. CDC 1040972
76. CDC 1041011
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No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
lTvne of minin!! title)

77. CDC 1049518
78. CDC 1049519
79. CDC 1049526
80. CDC 1049529
81. CDC 1081392
82. CDC 1105005
83. CDC 1105014
84. CDC 1105019
85. CDC 1105036
86. CDC 1105039
87. CDC 1105244
88. CDC 1105339
89. CDC 1106113
90. CDC 1118351
91. CDC 1118352
92. CDC 1118386
93. CDC 1118432
94. CDC 1118433
95. CDC 1118440
96. CDC 1118443
97. CDC 1118448
98. CDC 1118550
99. CDC 1118553
100. CDC 1120368
101. CDC 2104402
102. CDC 2104407
103. CDC 1037498
104. CDC 1040767
105. CDC 1040945
106. CDC 1040960
107. CDC 1040992
108. CDC 1041012
109. CDC 1041026
110. CDC 1041029
111. CDC 1041031
112. CDC 1041033
113. CDC 1049512
114. CDC 1081393
liS. CDC 1105022
116. CDC 1105333
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No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
I rrvne of minim. title)

117. CDC 1105334
118. CDC 1105594
119. CDC 1112936
120. CDC 1118348
121. CDC 1118349
122. CDC 1118353
123. CDC 1118354
124. CDC 1118391
125. CDC 1120369
126. CDC 2104400
127. CDC 2104409
128. CDC 1037496
129. CDC 1037521
130. CDC 1040765
131. CDC 1040769
132. CDC 1040770
133. CDC 1040950
134. CDC 1040959
135. CDC 1040974
136. CDC 1040975
137. CDC 1041003
138. CDC 1041014
139. CDC 1041032
140. CDC 1049531
141. CDC 1100157
142. CDC 1105017
143. CDC 1105042
144. CDC 1105243
145. CDC 1118383
146. CDC 1118427
147. CDC 1118444
148. CDC 1118449
149. CDC 1120348
150. CDC 2104413
151. CDC 1037497
152. CDC 1037519
153. CDC 1040768
154. CDC 1040771
155. CDC 1040956
156. CDC 1040965
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No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
IT"De of miDiD. title)

157. CDC 10~0988

158. CDC IW099 I
159. CDC 1040997
160. CDC IWIOl3
161. CDC 1041015
162. CDC 1041025
163. CDC 1041030
164. CDC IW9510
165. CDC IW9521
166. CDC 1049523
167. CDC 1081395
168. CDC 1105006
169. CDC 1105038
170. CDC 1105040
171. CDC 1105335
172. CDC 1105337
173. CDC 1105340
174. CDC 1105597
175. CDC I I 18357
176. CDC I I 18358
177. CDC I I 18392
178. CDC 1118430
179. CDC 1118441
180. CDC 1118442
181. CDC 1118551
182. CDC 2104404
183. CDC 2104408
184. CDC 2104410
185. CDC 2104414
186. CDC 1040764
187. CDC 1040973
188. CDC 1040993
189. CDC 1041040
190. CDC 1041045
191. CDC 1049507
192- CDC 1049515
193. CDC 1049516
194. CDC 1049517
195. CDC 1049525
196. CDC 1049528
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No. Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
(T\'oe of minioO' title)

197. CDC 1081394
198. CDC 1100156
199. CDC 1101018
200. CDC 1105002
201. CDC 1105003
202. CDC 1105004
203. CDC 1105013
204. CDC 1105016
205. CDC 1105025
206. CDC 1105338
207. CDC 1118382
208. CDC 1118384
209. CDC 1118428
210. CDC 1118434
211. CDC 1118445
212. CDC 2104396
213. CDC 2104403
214. CDC 2104411
215. CDC 2104416
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IN THE YEAR TWO THOUSAND AND TWELVE (2012), on the fifth
(5"') day of April;

BEFORE MIre. Stephanie MARTEL. the undersigned Notary for the
Province of Quebec. having her professional domicile at Montreal;

APPEARED:

QUINTO MINING CORPORATION. a legal person (corporation) duly
incorporated pursuant 10 the Business Corporations Act (British
Columbia). having its registered office at 595 Burrard Street, Suite 2600,
Three Bentall Centre. Vancouver, Province of British Columbia, V7X 1L3,
and a place of business at 1155 University Street. Suite 508, Montreal,
Province of Quebec, H38 3A7, herein acting and represented by Viorelia
Guzun. its Authorized Representative. hereunto duly authorized in virtue
of a resolution of its board of direclors adopted on the fourth (4"') day of
April, two thousand and twelve (2012), which has not been amended and is
still in full force and effect, a certified copy or extract of which resolution
remains hereto annexed after having been acknowledged as true and signed
for identification by the said representative in the presence of the
undersigned Notary;

(hereinafter called the "Vendor")

AND:

MASON GRAPHITE CORP., a legal person (corporation) duly
incorporated pursuant to the Business Corpora/ions Act (Ontario), having
its registered office at 65 Queen Street West, Suite 805, Toronto, Province
of Ontario, M5H 2M5, herein acting and represented by Benoit Moreau, its
President and Chief Executive Officer, hereunto duly authorized in virtue
of a resolution of its board of directors adopted on the fifth (5th

) day of
April, two thousand and twelve (2012), which has not been amended and is
still in full force and effect, a cenified copy or extract of which resolution
remains hereto annexed after having been acknowledged as true and signed
for identification by the said representative in the presence of the
undersigned otary;

(hereinafter called the ··Purchaser'')

WI·IICH PARTLES HAVE AGREED AS fOLLOWS:

I. SALE

The Vendor hereby sells and transfers, without any warranty, to the
Purchaser hereto present and accepting, all of its right, title and
interest. in, and to the claims and the mining rights conferred by the
following claims, namely:

8327199.9
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DESCRIPTION

Nature of the Right Mining Title Number
(Type of mining

title)
1. CDC 1037499
2. CDC 1040948
, CDC 1040951>.

4. CDC 1040971
5. CDC 1041009
6. CDC 1041010

7. CDC 1049508
8. CDC 1049509
9. CDC 1049513

10. CDC 1049514
11. CDC 1049520
12. CDC 1049524
13. CDC 1100154

14. CDC 1100155

15. CDC 1101017
16. CDC 1105037

17. CDC 1105595
18. CDC 1118429
19. CDC 1118431

20 CDC 1118435
21. CDC 2104406
22. CDC 2104415
23. CDC 1037522
24. CDC 1040766
25. CDC 1040947

26. CDC 1040957
27. CDC 1040987
28. CDC 1041002
29. CDC 1041016

30. CDC 1041024
31. CDC 1041028
32. CDC 1105018
33. CDC 1105023
34. CDC 1105024
35. CDC 1106111
36. CDC 1106112
37. CDC 1118347
38. CDC 1118381

39. CDC 1118385

8327199.9
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40. CDC 1118455

41. CDC 2104398

42. CDC 2104405
43. CDC 2104412

44. CDC 1037518
45. CDC 1037520
46. CDC 1037523

47. CDC 1040970
48. CDC 1040989
49. CDC 1041007

50. CDC 1041008

51. CDC 1041041
52 CDC 1049511
53. CDC 1049522

54. CDC 1049527

55. CDC 1049530

56. CDC 1101019

57. CDC 1105015

58. CDC 1105021
59. CDC 1105041

60. CDC 1105054

61. CDC 1105336
62. CDC 1112937

63. CDC 1112938
64. CDC 1118548
65. CDC 2104397

66. CDC 2104399

67. CDC 2104401
68. CDC 2104417
69. CDC 1040944

70 CDC 1040946
71. CDC 1040949
72. CDC 1040952

73. CDC 1040953

74. CDC 1040958

75. CDC 1040972

76. CDC 1041011

77. CDC 1049518

78. CDC 1049519

79. CDC 1049526

80. CDC 1049529

81. CDC 1081392
82. CDC 1105005

83. CDC 1105014
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84. CDC 1105019

85. CDC 1105036

86. CDC 1105039
87. CDC 1105244

88. CDC 1105339

89. CDC 1106113
90. CDC 1118351

91. CDC 1118352
92. CDC 1118386

93. CDC 1118432

94. CDC 1118433

95. CDC 1118440

96. CDC 1118443

97. CDC 1118448

98. CDC 1118550
99. CDC 1118553
100. CDC 1120368

101. CDC 2104402

102. CDC 2104407

103. CDC 1037498

104. CDC 1040767

105. CDC 1040945

106. CDC 1040960

107. CDC 1040992
108. CDC 1041012
109. CDC 1041026

110. CDC 1041029
Ill. CDC 1041031
112. CDC 1041033
113. CDC 1049512

114. CDC 1081393

115. CDC 1105022

116. CDC 1105333
117. CDC 1105334
118. CDC 1105594
119. CDC 1112936

120. CDC 1118348

121. CDC 1118349

122. CDC 1118353

123. CDC 1118354
124. CDC 1118391
125. CDC 1120369
126. CDC 2104400

127. CDC 2104409
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128. CDC 1037496

129. CDC 1037521

130. CDC 1040765

131. CDC 1040769

132. CDC 1040770

133. CDC 1040950
134. CDC 1040959

135. CDC 1040974

136. CDC 1040975
137. CDC 1041003

138. CDC 1041014

139. CDC 1041032
140. CDC 1049531

141. CDC 1100157

142. CDC 1105017
143. CDC 1105042
144. CDC 1105243

145. CDC 1118383
146. CDC 1118427
147. CDC 1118444

148. CDC 1118449
149. CDC 1120348
150. CDC 2104413

151. CDC 1037497

152. CDC 1037519
153. CDC 1040768

154. CDC 1040771

155 CDC 1040956

156 CDC 1040965

157 CDC 1040988
158. CDC 1040991
159. CDC 1040997
160. CDC 1041013

161. CDC 1041015
162. CDC 1041025

163. CDC 1041030

164. CDC 1049510

165. CDC 1049521

166. CDC 1049523

167. CDC 1081395
168. CDC 1105006
169. CDC 1105038
170. CDC 1105040

171. CDC 1105335
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172. CDC 1105337
173. CDC 1105340
174. CDC 1105597
175. CDC 1118357
176. CDC 1118358
177. CDC 1118392
178. CDC 1118430
179. CDC 1118441
180. CDC 1118442
181. CDC 1118551
182. CDC 2104404
183. CDC 2104408
184. CDC 2104410
185. CDC 2104414
186. CDC 1040764
187. CDC 1040973
188. CDC 1040993
189. CDC 1041040
190. CDC 1041045
191. CDC 1049507
192. CDC 1049515
193. CDC 1049516
194. CDC 1049517
195. CDC 1049525
196. CDC 1049528
197. CDC 1081394
198. CDC 1100156
199. CDC 1101018
200. CDC 1105002
201. CDC 1105003
202. CDC 1105004
203. CDC 1105013
204. CDC 1105016
205. CDC 1105025
206. CDC 1105338
207. CDC 1118382
208. CDC 1118384
209. CDC 1118428
210. CDC 1118434
211. CDC 1118445
212. CDC 2104396
213. CDC 2104403
214. CDC 2104411
215. CDC 2104416
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(all the said claims and mining rights being hereinafter collectively
called the '·Propert"").

APPLICATION FOR THE OPENING OF A FILE

In accordance with the provisions of Article 3035 of the Civil Code
of Quebec, the Vendor and the Purchaser hereby require the
registrar for the land registration division of Saguenay to open a
land file in the register of real rights of State resource development
for each of the above described mining claims. which are located in
the Municipalite de Riviere-aux-Outardes, and hereby confinn that
no such land files exist.

2, NO WARRANTY

The Purchaser acknowledges and agrees that it is relying entirely
upon its own judgment. investigation and inspection in proceeding
with the transactions contemplated in this Deed and in the Purchase
Agreement. Without limiting the foregoing. the Purchaser
acknowledges and agrees that it is purchasing the Property on an
"as is, where is" basis. without any warranty, legal or conventional,
that it accepts such Property in the state, condition and location as
inspected by the Purchaser, and that the Vendor has made no
representations, warranties. terms, conditions, understandings or
collateral agreements, express or implied, statutory or otherwise,
with respect to the title. condition. description, fitness for purpose,
quality or any other thing, affecting the Property or any part
thereof, or in respect of any other matter or thing whatsoever,
except as expressly stated in the Purchase Agreement and in this
Deed.

3. POSSESSION

In vinue of these presents, the Purchaser shall become the owner of
the Property at the date hereof (hereinafter called the "Date of
Transfer''), with immediate possession as and from such date.

4. PURCHASER'S COVENANTS

The Purchaser hereby covenants m favour of the Vendor as
follows:

4.1 to take the Property in its state at the Date of Transfer;

4.2 to pay the Purchase Price (as defined in Section 5), as and
when due as contemplated at Section 5 hereof, and [0

perfoml its other obligations under this Deed;

8327199.9
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4.3 to pay as and when they fall due all assessments, rates,
taxes and any other payments. whether federal. provincial.
municipal, school. general. or special, levied in respect of
the Property.

5. PRICE

The present sale is made for and in consideration of the price of
FIFTEEN MILLION ITED STATES DOLLARS
(USSI5,OOO.000.00) (the "Purchase Price"). which is equivalent
to FOURTEEN MILLION NINE HUNDRED FORTY·THREE
THOUSAND CANADIAN DOLLARS (CANS I4,943,000.00) at a
conversion rate of I:0.9962 being the USD-CAD oon Rate
reported by the Bank of Canada on the fourth (4") day of April,
two thousand and twelve (2012), on account of which the Vendor
hereby acknowledges having received from the Purchaser the sum
of SEVEN MILLION FIVE HUNDRED THOUSAND UNITED
STATES DOLLARS (USS7.500,OOO.00). whereof quit for so
much.

As for the balance, namely the swn of SEVEN MILLION FIVE
HUNDRED THOUSAND UNITED STATES DOLLARS
(USS7,500,OOO.00) (hereinafter called the "Balance of the
Purchase Price'"), the Purchaser hereby undertakes to pay same to
the Vendor as set forth in the purchase agreement entered into
between Ihe Vendor and Pllrchaser on the fifth (5th

) day of April,
two thousand and twelve (2012) (as amended, supplemented or
otherwise modified from time to time) (herein called the
"Purchase Agreement").

Insofar as it is required l the panies hereby renounce to their right to
recover any property transferred by this Deed or the Purchase
Agreement in the case of eviction pursuant to section 1797 of the
C;vil Code a/Quebec.

6. INTEREST ON OVERDUE I'AYMENTS

Any amount due and payable by the Purchaser under this Deed or
under the Purchase Agreement that is not paid by the Purchaser on
the date that such amount became due and payable shall bear
interest at a per annum rate equal to the "Prime Rate" in effect on
the date that such amount became due and payable plus two per
cent (2%), until paid.

For the purposes hereof, the term "Prime Rate" means the prime
rate of interest per annum quoted by the Bank of Montreal front
time to time as its reference rate of interest for Canadian dollar
demand loans made to its commercial customers in Canada and
which Bank of Montreal refers to as its "prime rate", as such rate
may be changed from time to time.
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7. HYPOTHEC

7.1 Principal Hypothec

To secure the obligations of the Purchaser to pay the
Purchase Price (including without limitation the Balance of
the Purchase Price), in capital. interest, costs, and
accessories. as and when due as contemplated at Section 5
hereof, and the performance of all the Purchaser's
obligations under this Deed and under the Purchase
Agreement (hereinafter collectively called the "Secured
Oblig:ltions"), the Purchaser hereby hypothecates, as and
from the date hereof, in favour of the Vendor, for an
amount of FOURTEEN MILLION NrNE HUNDRED
FORTY·THREE THOUSAND CANADIAN DOLLARS
(CAN$14,943,OOO.OO) plus interest thereon at the rate of
twenty percent (20%) per annum, the following property,
present and future, (hereinafter collectively called the
"Hypothecl-lted Property").

(a) the Property;

(b) all mining claims, nUlling leases and any other
mining title, deed or right to mineral substances or
right to carry out work on land for the purposes of
exploration, appraisal, development and extraction
of mineral substances resulting from the renewal,
conversion or any other transformation of the
Property, including, without limitation, any mining
claims obtained (by staking or map designation) in
replacement of the Property, (all such additional
property collectively, the "Additional Property");

(c) all the mineral substances and other products of the
soil and all fruits thereof. from the time of their
extraction, resulting or derived from the Property or
the Additional Property and any transformation
thereof, wherever situated;

(d) all property which may be or become incorporated
into the Property or the Additional Property or
permanently physically attached or joined thereto or
the lands subject to the Property or the Additional
Propel1y so as 10 ensure the utility thereof or which
is used by the Purchaser for the operation of its
enterprise on the Property or the Additional Property
or Ihe lands subject thereto;

(e) all property which may be located from time 10 time
on the Property or the Additional Property or the
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lands subject to the Property or the AdditionaJ
Property;

(f) all fruits and revenues emanating from any of the
Hypothecated Property, including without limitation
the proceeds of any sale, assignment or other
disposition of any of the Hypothecated Property, any
claim resulting from such a sale. assignment or other
disposition. as well as any property acquired in
replacement thereof:

(g) all books, records, files, papers, disks, documents
and other repositories of data recording in any Conn
or medium. evidencing or relating to the
Hypothecated Property;

(h) all rights of action of the Purchaser in respect of the
Hypothecated Property.

7.2 Additional Hypothec

To secure the payment to the Vendor of any amounts not
secured by the hypothec granted in Section 7.1 above,
including withom limitation any interest payable on the
overdue interest, any amounts which may be expended by
the Vendor to preserve and protect the hypothecs created in
this Deed, to preserve and protect the Secured Obligations
and to exercise and enforce its rights under this Deed, the
Purchaser hereby hypothecates the Hypothecated Property
in favour of the Vendor for a further sum of TWO
MILLION NINE HUNDRED EIGHTY·EIGHT
THOUSAND SIX HUNDRED CANADIA DOLLARS
(CA $2,988.600.00), with interest thereon at the rate of
twenty percent (20%) per annum.

8. PROVISIONS IN RESPECT OF THE PROPERTY AND
OTHER HYPOTHECATED I'ROPERTY

8.1 Paymenr of faxes. The Purchaser binds and obliges itself to
pay as and when they fall due all assessments, rates, and taxes,
whether federal, provincial, municipal, school, general, or special,
which may affect and encumber the Hypothecated Property, and
Purchaser shall deliver to the Vendor evidence of the payment
thereof without subrogation in favour of third persons within thirty
(30) days after any of them become due.

8.2 No alienllfion of the Hypothecllfed Property. Unless
otherwise expressly permiued under the Purchase Agreement, the
Purchaser binds and obliges itself not to alienate or transfer. or
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grant any interest in, m whole or If] pan, the Property or the
Additional Property.

8.3 HYPOlhecs or prior claims. The Purchaser undertakes to
keep the Hypothecated Property free of all prior claims, hypothecs,
or encumbrances whatsoever. subject to Pennitted Liens. The
Purchaser undertakes to furnish to the Vendor, at Purchaser's
expense and on demand of the Vendor. any renunciation, cession of
rank, acquittance, or release that the Vendor may deem necessary
to protect the priority of its rights on the Hypothecated Property.

For the purposes of this Deed, "Permitted Liens" means:

(a) the hypothecs or other security in favour or for the
benefit of the Vendor presently existing or hereafter
created;

(b) inchoate or statutory liens for taxes, assessments or
governmental charges which have not been assessed and are
not delinquent, or if assessed, are being contested in good
faith by appropriate proceedings commenced within ten
(to) days of the date on which the Purchaser knew or ought
to have known of such lien and provided, that in any such
case, (x) the effect of such proceedings is to stay any
enforcement of such lien and (y) the Vendor has been
provided with security satisfactory to the Vendor in an
amount, sufficient in the Vendor's reasonable opinion, 10
satisfy such liens;

(c) minor title defects or irregularities not in the aggregate
materially and adversely affecting the use of the
Hypothecated Property to which they relate, to the extent
such title defects or irregularities are not created, caused, or
permitted to be crealed or caused, by the Purchaser; and

(d) other encumbrances which are, from time to time,
expressly pennitted in writing by the Vendor.

8.4 Repayment ofsums expended by the Vendor. The Purchaser
shall repay to the Vendor, on demand, all monies advanced by the
Vendor to pay any expenses made for the preservation and
protection of the hypothecs granted in this Deed and the
preservation and protection of the Hypothecated Property. or to
ensure the execution of any of the Secured Obligations. with
interest on aU such monies at the rate stipulated hereinabove at
Seclion 6 from the date of such advance by the Vendor.

8.5 Compliance with applicable laws. The Purchaser shall
comply with any and all material obligations arising under the
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applicable laws in respect of the Property, the Additional Property
and any other Hypothecated Property.

8.6 Good Standing. The Purchaser shall maintain the Property
and the Additional Property in good standing (including renewing
the teml of the Property and the Additional Property, as
applicable).

9. DEFAULT AND RECOURSES

9.1 Default

The Purchaser shall be in default hereunder upon the
occurrence of any of the following events or conditions (an
"'Event of Default"):

(a) the occurrence of an event set out at Section 7.4 of
the Purchase Agreement;

(b) the Purchaser does not observe or perform any of its
obligations under this Deed, any other Secured
Obligations, or under the General Security
Agreement granted to the Vendor by the Purchaser
and dated with even date herewith;

(c) any representation, warranty or statement made by
or on behalf of the Purchaser to the Vendor, in this
Deed, in the General Security Agreement granted to
the Vendor by the Purchaser and dated with even
date herewith, or in the Purchase Agreement is
untrue in any material respect when made; or

(d) the Vendor challenges or threatens to challenge the
validity or enforceability of this Deed or of the
hypothecs granted hereunder.

9.2 RECOURSES

in case of an Event of Default which is continuing, the
Vendor shall be entitled, without prejudice to Vendor's
other rights and recourses:

(a) to exact the immediate payment of the whole of the
Secured Obligations then remaining unpaid, the
Purchaser losing the benefit of the term, together
with any other amounts owing to the Vendor
hereunder, plus capital, interest, costs, and
accessones;
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(b) to execute any obligation which has not been
fulfilled by the Purchaser in the place and at the
expense of the latter;

(c) to exercise all the hypothecary recourses to which it
is entitled by law, the whole in accordance with
Articles 2748 and following of the Civil Code of
Quebec; and

(d) to exercise the resolutory clause set forth in Section
10 below.

10. RESOLUTORY CLAUSE

10.1 In case of an Event of Default which is continuing, the
Vendor, at its choice, and without prejudice to its other
recourses under the present Deed or at law, may demand the
resolution of the present sale, after having complied with
the formalities required under the Civil Code ofQm}bec.

10.2 In such case, the Vendor shall take back the Property and, if
applicable, the Additional Property and the Vendor shall be
entitled to keep the amounts paid by the Purchaser for the
Propeny without prejudice to any other recourse it may
have hereunder or at law. For greater certainty, the Vendor
shall not be obligated to reimburse the Purchaser or any
other person for any fees, expenses or any other costs
incurred by the Purchaser or such other person in
conducting any exploration, appraisal, development or any
other work in respect of the Property and, if applicable, the
Additional Property.

11. NOTICES

Any notice or other conununication which may be or is required to
be given or made pursuant to the present Deed must be made or
given in accordance with the provisions of the Purchase
Agreement.

12. GOODS AND SERVICES TAX AND THE QUEBEC SALES
TAX

12.1 If applicable, the Purchaser shall self-assess any applicable
GST and QST in respect of the sale of the Property directly
to the relevant taxation authority, pursuant to subsections
221(2) and 228(4) of the Excise Tax Act (Canada) and
sections 423 and 438 of an Act respecting the Quebec sales
tax.
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13. VE 'DOR'S DECLARATION

The Vendor declares that. as at the Date of Transfer:

13.1 The Vendor is a legal person that is not a non-resident of
Canada within the meaning and for purposes of the Income
Tax Act (Canada) and the Taxation Act (Quebec).

I~. P RCHASE AGREEMENT

This sale is made in execution of the Purchase Agreement. The
Purchase Agreement shall survive the execution, delivery and
publication of lhis Deed and shall remain in full force and effect
thereafter in accordance with its terms. The parties bereto confiml
and acknowledge that not all representations, warranties, covenants
and indenmities contained in the Purchase Agreement have been
incorporated in this Deed, but all such representations, warranties,
covenants and indemnities contained in the Purchase Agreement
shall survive and shall remain in full force and effect in accordance
with the Purchase Agreement. If there is a conflict between the
terms and conditions of the Purchase Agreement and this Deed, the
temlS of the Purchase Agreement shall prevail, it being understood
that, for greater certainty, where this Deed covers a subject or
creates obligations that are not set out or contemplated in the
Purchase Agreement, same shall not be deemed to be a conflict.

15. GENERAL PROVISIONS

15.1 PUlling lhe Purchaser in defaull. The mere lapse of time
for the fulfilment by the Purchaser of any of the Secured
Obligations shall put the Purchaser in default, without the
necessity of any nOlice or putting in default.

15.2 Cumulative Rights and Recourses. 0 single or partial
exercise of any righl or recourse by the Vendor hereunder
shall preclude any other or further exercise thereof or the
exercise of any other right or recourse, all the rights and
recourses of the Vendor provided for in this Deed being
cumulative and in addition to any right or recourse that the
Vendor may have pursuant to any other agreement or law,
whether present or future.

15.3 Waiver. A waiver of any default, breach or non-compliance
under this Deed is not effective unless in writing and signed
by lhe party to be bound by lhe waiver or its solicitor. 0

waiver shall be inferred from or implied by any failure to
act or delay in acting by a party in respect of any default,
breach or non-observance or by anything done or omitted lo
be done by lhe other pany. The waiver by a Party of any
default, breach or non.compliance under this Deed shall not
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operate as a waiver of that party's rights under this Deed in
respect of any continuing or subsequent default, breach or
non-observance (whether of the same or any other nature).

15.4 Assignmenl. The rights and obligations ofa party under this
Agreement may not be assigned without the prior written
consent of the other party; provided, however, that the
Vendor may assign its rights and obligations under this
Deed to an Affiliate (as such lenn is defined in the Purchase
Agreement) upon 2 days written notice to the Purchaser.

15.5 Severability. Any provision of this Deed which is
prohibited or unenforceable in any jurisdiction shall, as to
that jurisdiction, be ineffective to the extent of such
prohibition or unenforceability and shall be severed from
the balance of this Deed, all without affecting the remaining
provisions of this Deed or affecting the validity or
enforceability of such provision in any other jurisdiction.

15.6 Successors and Assigns. This Deed shall enure to the
benefit of and shall be binding upon the parties and their
respective successors and permitted assigns.

15.7 Governing Law. This Deed shall be governed by the laws
of the Province of Quebec.

15.8 Inte'pretation. The descriptive headings of the articles,
sections or paragraphs contained herein are for reference
purposes only and shall not in any way affect the meaning
or interpretation of the provisions hereof.

15.9 Language. The parties acknowledge that they have
required that the present Deed, as well as all documents,
notices and legal proceedings executed, given or instituted
pursuant hereto or relating directly or indirectly, be drafted
in the English language only; les parties reconnaissent avoir
requis que Ie present acte ainsi que tous les documents, avis
et procedures judiciaires executes, donnes ou intentes
directement ou indirectement a la suite de ou relativement
au present acte soient rediges en langue anglaise seulement.

16. PARTICULARS REQUIRED UNDER SECTION 9 OF AN
ACT RESPECTING DUTIES ON TRANSFERS OF
IMMOVABLES (RS.Q. c. 0-15.1)

The Vendor and the Purchaser (hereinafter also called the
"Transferor" and the "Transferee" for purposes of the present
declarations) in order to conform to the provisions of the above
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described Act, establish and acknowledge the following particulars
and facts:

(a) the name and address of the Vendor and/or Transferor are
as follows:

QUINTO MINING CORPORATION
595 Burrard Street
P.O. Box 49314
Suite 2600, Three BeulaH Centre
Vancouver, Be V7X 1L3
Canada

(b) the name and address of the Purchaser and/or Transferee are
as follows:

MASON GRAPHlTE CORP.
65 Queen Street West, Suite 805
Toronto, Ontario
MSH 2MS

(c) the immovable property herein sold and/or transferred IS

situated in the Municipalite de Riviere-aux-Ollfardes;

Cd) according to the Transferor and the Transferee, the amOlmt

of the consideration for the transfer of the immovable
property herein sold is FOURTEEN MILLION NINE
HUNDRED FORTY-THREE THOUSAND CANADIAN
DOLLARS (CAN$14,943,OOO.OO);

(e) according to the Transferor and the Transferee, the amount
constituting the basis of imposition of the transfer duties is
FOURTEEN MILLION NINE HUNDRED FORTY
THREE THOUSAND CANADIAN DOLLARS
(CAN$14,943.000.00);

(f) the amount of transfer duties, if applicable, is TWO
HUNDRED TWENTY-TWO THOUSAND SIX
HUNDRED FORTY-FIVE CANADIAN DOLLARS
(CAN$222,645.00);

(g) the transfer of the immovable property is exempt from the
payment of transfer duties pursuant to Section 17(e) of the
Act, the immovable property transferred being one of those
referred to in Section 8 of the Mining Act (R.S.Q., chapter
M-13.I); and

(h) there is 110 transfer of both a corporeal inullovable and
movables in section 1.0.1 of the said act.
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WHEREOf ACT, at the City of Montreal, under number

of the minutes of the undersigned Notary.

AfTER THE PARTIES had declared that they had taken cognizance of
these presents, and have expressly exempted the said Notary from reading
them or causing them to be read, the said parties have signed these
presents, all in the presence of the undersigned Notary.

QUINTO MINING CORPORAnON

Per:
Name: Viorelia Guzun
Title: Authorized Representative

MASON GRAPIDTE CORP.

Per:
Name: Benoit Moreau
Title: President and Chief
Executive Officer

Stephanie MARTEL, Notary
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WARRANT CERTIFICATE

UNLESS PERMITTED UNDER SECURITIES LEGISLATION, THE HOLDER OF TInS
SECUR[TY MUST NOT TRADE THE SECURITY BEFORE THE DATE THAT [S 4 MONTHS
AND A DAY AFTER THE LATER OF (I) APRIL 5, 2012, AND (ll) THE DATE TIlE ISSUER
BECAME A REPORTING ISSUER IN ANY PROVINCE OR TERRITORY.

EXERCISABLE ONLY PRIOR TO 5:00 P.M. (TORONTO TIl'lE) ON THE EXPffiY DATE.

20J2-A-1 WARRANTS TO PURCHASE COMMON SHARES
OF

MASON GRAPHITE CORP.
(a corporation subsisting under the laws of the Province of Ontario)

CertitJ.cate Number 2012-A-I

Number of \.\'arrants
represented by this

certificate 2,04 L571

THIS CERTIFIES THAT, for value received. QUINTO MINING CORPORATION
(the "Holder") is entitled, at any time prior to the Expiry Time (as defined below), to purchase
for $0.75 (the "Exercise Price") one common share (a "Common Share'') in the capital stock of
Mason Graphite Corp. (the "Company"), for each Warrant evidenced hereby, by surrendering to
the Company al its principal office at 65 Queen Street West, Suite 805. Toronto, Ontario M51-1
2M5, this Warrant. together with a Subscription Form. duly completed and executed. and cash or
a certified cheque. money order or bank draft in lawful money of Canada payable to or to the
order of the Company for the amount equal to the Exercise Price multiplied by the number of
Common Shares subscribed for, on and subject to the temlS and conditions set forth below.

Nothing contained herein shall confer any right upon the Holder to subscribe for or
purchase any Common Shares at any time after the Expiry Time, and from and after the Expiry
Time these Warrants and all rights hereunder shall be void and of no value.

Legal'6282594 1



1. Definitions

In this Warrant. including the preamble. unless there is something in the subject matter or
context inconsistent therewith, the following expressions shall have the following meanjngs,
namely:

(a) '·Business Day" means a day other than a Saturday, Sunday or any other day on
which the principal chartered banks located in Toronto are not open for business;

(b) '·Common Sh~lrcs" means the common shares of the Company as such shares
were constituted on the date hereot: as the same may be reorganized, reclassified
or redesignated pursuant to any of the events set Ollt in Section 12 hereof;

(c) "Company"' means Mason Graphite Corp., a corporation formed under the laws
of the Province of Ontario and its successors and assigns;

(d) ··Current Market Price" at any date. means the weighted average of the sale
prices per Common Share at which the Common Shares have traded on the stock
exchange upon which the Conullon Shares may be listed, or. if the Common
Shares in respect of which a detemlination of current market price is being made
are not listed thereon, on such stock exchange Oil which such shares are listed as
may be selected for such purpose by the directors, or, if the Common Shares are
not listed on any stock exchange, then on the over-the-counter market, for any 20
consecutive trading days selected by the Company commencing not later than 30
trading days and ending no later than 5 trading days before such date; provided,
however, if such Common Shares are not traded during such 30 day period for at
least 20 consecutive trading days, the simple average of the following prices
established for each or 20 consecutive trading days selected by the Company
commencing not later than 30 trading days and ending 110 later than 5 trading days
before such date:

(i) the average of the bid and ask prices for each day on which there was no
trading, and

(ii) the closing price of the Conul1on Shares for each day that there was
trading,

or in the event that at any date the Common Shares are not listed 011 any exchange
or on the over-the-cowHer market, the current market price shall be as determined
by the directors or such fiml of independent chartered accountants as may be
selected by the directors acting reasonably and in good faith in their sole
discretion; for these purposes, the weighted average price for any period shall be
detemlined by dividing the aggregate sale prices during such period by the total
number of Common Shares sold during such period;

(e) "Equity Shares" means the Common Shares and any shares of any other class or

2
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series of the Company which may from time to time be authorized for issue if by
their tenns such shares confer on the holders hereof the right to participate in the
distribution of assets upon the voluntary or involuntary liquidation, dissolution or
winding up of the Company beyond a fixed sum or a fixed sum plus accrued
dividends;

(f) "Exercise Pricc" means $0.75 in Canadian funds per Common Share, unless such
price shall have been adjusted in accordance with the provisions of Section 12, in
which case it shall mean the adjusted price in effect at such time:

(g) --Expiry Dale" means AprilS, 2014;

(h) "EXI)iry Time" means 5:00 p.m. (Toronto time) on the Expiry Date;

(i) "Form of Transfer" means the fonn of transfer annexed hereto as Schedule "B";

U) "Holder" means the registered holder of this Warrant;

(k) "I)erSOn" means an individual, corporation, partnership. unincorporated
syndicate. unincorporated organization, trust. trustee, executor, administrator. or
other legal representative, or any group or combination thereof;

(I) "Rcgulation S" means Regulation S promulgated Wlder lhe U.S. Securities Act;

(m) "Subscription Form" means the foml ofsubscription almexed hereto as Schedule
"A";

(n) '"this Warrant". "\Varrant", "herein", "hereby", "hereof" "hereto",
«hereunder" and similar expressions mean or refer to the warrants represented by
this warrant certificate and any deed or instrument supplemental or ancillary
thereto and any schedules hereto or thereto and oot to any particular article,
section, subsection, clause, subclause or other portion hereof; and

(0) "Uniled States" means the United Stales of America, its territories and
possessions, any state of the United States and the District of Columbia;

(P) "U.S. Person" means a "U.S. person" as such term is dcfmed in Regulation S";

(q) "U,S, Secu.rilies Act" means United States Securities Act of 1933, as amended.

2, Expiry Time

After the Expiry Time, all rights under any Warrants evidenced hereby, in respect of
which the right of subscription and purchase herein provided for shall not theretofore have been
exercised, shall wholly cease and temlinate and such Warrants shall be void and of no value or
efTect.

3
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3. Exercise Procedure

The Holder may exercise the right of purchase herein provided for by surrendering or
delivering to the Company prior to the Expiry Time at its principal oftlee:

(a) this Warrant. with the Subscription Fornl duly completed and executed by the
Holder or its legal representative or attorney. duly appointed by an instrument in
writing in foml and manner satisfactory to the Company. and

(b) cash or a certified cbeque. money order or bank draft payable to or to tbe order of
the Company in lawful money of Canada at par in the City of Toronto in an
amount equal to the Exercise Price multiplied by the number of Common Sbares
for which subscription is being made.

Any Warrant and cash, certified cheque, money order or bank draft referred to in the
foregoing clauses (a) and (b) shaH be deemed to be surrendered only upon delivery thereof to the
Company at its principal office in the manner provided in Section 27 hereof.

This Warrant is exchangeable, upon the surrender hereof by the Holder, for new
certificates of like tenor representing. in the aggregate. warrants entailing the right to subscribe
for the same number of Common Shares which may be subscribed for hereunder.

This Warrant may not be exercised in the United States or by or on behalf of a U.S.
Person (as that tcrm is defined in Regulation S adopted by the United States Securities Exchange
Commission under the U.S. Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the "U.S. Securities Act"»
unless an exemption is available from the rcgistration requirements of the U.S. Securities Act
and applicable slate securities laws and the holder of this Warrant Certificate has furnished an
opinion of counsel of recognized standing in form and substance satisfactory to the Corporation
to such effect.

4. Entitlement to Certificate

Upon such delivery and paymenl as aforesaid, the Company shall cause to be issued to
the Holder hereof the Common Shares subscribed for not exceeding those which such Holder is
entitled to purchase pursuant to this Warrant and the Holder hereof shall become a shareholder of
the Company in respect of such Common Shares with effect from the date of such delivery and
payment and shall be entitled to delivery of a certificate or certificates evidencing such Common
Shares and the Company shall cause such certificate or certificates to be mailed to tile Holder
hereof at the address or addresses specitled in such subscription within five (5) Business Days of
such delivery and payment.

5. Transfer of Warrants

Subject to the following provisions of this Section 5 and applicable law, the Warrants
evidenced hereby and/or any portion of the rights to subscribe for and purchase Common Shares
hereunder may be transferred by the holder hereof. No transfer of the Warrants evidenced

4
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hereby or any portion of the rights hereunder will be valid wlless duly entered on the appropriate
register of transfers, upon the surrender to the Company of this Warrant Cert-ificate accompanied
by a duly completed Transfer Fonn in substantially the fonn aHached as ScheduJe "B" hereto
executed by the registered holder hereof or its executors, administrators or other legal
representatives or its anomey duly appointed by an instrument in writing in form and execution
satisfactory to the Company, and, upon compliance with all applicable securities laws and such
other reasonable requirements as the Company may prescribe, such transfer will be duly
recorded by the Company on the applicable registers.

Notwithstanding the foregoing. the Company shall not register such transfer if it has
reason to believe that the transferee is a person in the United States or a U.S. Person or is
acquiring the Warrants evidenced thereby for the account or benefit of a person in the United
States or a U.S. Person. Any Warrant Certificate issued to a transferee in a transfer contemplated
by this section shall bear the same legends as this Warrant Certificate.

6. Partial Exercise

The Holder may subscribe for and purchase a number of Common Shares less than the
number the Holder is entitled to purchase pursuant to this Warrant. In the event of any such
subscription and purchase prior to the Expiry Time, the Holder shall in addition be entitled to
receive, without charge, a new certiticate in respect of the balance of the Warrants represented
by this certificate and which were then not exercised.

7. No Fractional Shares

Notwithstanding any adjustments provided for in Section 12 hereof or otherwise, the
Company shall not be required upon the exercise of any Warrants, to issue fractional Common
Shares in satisfaction of its obligations herewlder. Any fractional Common Shares shall be
rounded down to the nearest whole number. Where a fractional Common Share would, but for
this Section 7, have been issued upon exercise of a Warrant, no cash or other consideration shall
be issued to the Holder in respect thereof.

8. Not a Shareholder

Nothing in this certificate or in the holding of the Warrants evidenced hereby shall be
construed as conferring upon the Holder any right or interest whatsoever as a shareholder of the
Company.

9. No Obligation to Purchase

Nothing herein contained or done pursuant hereto shall obligate the Holder to purchase or
pay for or the Company to issue any securities except those ConmlOn Shares in respect of which
the Holder shall have exercised its right to purchase hereunder in the manner provided herein.

5
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10. Ranking of \Varnmts

All 2012-A·1 Warrants of the Company shall rank pari passlI. notwithstanding the actual
date of the issue thereof.

II. Covenants

(a) The Company covenants and agrees that:

(i) so long as any Warrants evidenced hereby remain outstanding, it shall
reserve and there shall remain lmissued out of its authorized capital a
sufficient number of COllunon Shares to satisfy the right of purchase
herein provided for should lhe Holder determine to exercise its rights in
respect of all the Common Shares for the time being called for by such
outstanding Warrants; and

(ii) all Common Shares which shaU be issued upon the exercise of the right to
purchase herein provided for, upon payment therefor of the amount at
which such Common Shares may at the time be purchased pursuant to the
provisions hereof. shall be issued as fully paid and non-assessable
Common Shares and the holders thereof shaH not be liable to the
Company or to its creditors in respect thereof.

(b) So long as any Warrants evidenced hereby remain outstanding, the Company shall
use all reasonable efforts to preserve and maintain its corporate existence subject
to any take-over of the Company pursuant to a fomml take-over bid, a
consolidation, amalgamation or merger of the Company with or into any other
corporation or corporations, or a conveyance or transfer of all or substantially all
the assets of the Company to any corporation lawfully entitled 10 acquire and
operate sanle, provided, however, that lhe corporation making the take-over bid or
formed by such consolidation, amalgamation or merger or which acquires by
conveyance or transfer all or substantially all the assets of the Company shall,
simultaneously with such take-over, consolidation, amalgamation, merger.
conveyance or transfer, assume the due and punctual perfomlance and observance
of all the covenants and conditions hereof to be performed or observed by the
Company.

12. Adjustment to Exercise Price

The Exercise Price in effect al any time is subject to adjustment from time to time in the
events and in the manner provided as follows:

(a) If and whenever at any time after the date hereof the Company:

(i) issues Common Shares or securities exchangeable for or convertible into
COllullon Shares to all or substantially all the holders of the COllullon
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Shares as a stock dividend; or

(ii) makes a distribution on its outstanding Common Shares payable in
Common Shares or securities exchangeable for or convertible into
Common Shares: or

(iii) subdivides its outstanding Common Shares into a greater number of
shares; or

(iv) consolidates its outstanding Common Shares into a smaller number of
shares;

(any of such events being called a "Common Share Reorganizatiou"), then the Exercise
Price will be adjusted effective immediately after the effective date or record date for the
happening of a Common Share Reorganization, as the case may be, at whkh the holders
of Common Shares are detemlined for the purpose of the Common Share Reorganization
by llluJtiplying the Exercise Price in effect immediately prior to such effective date or
record date by a fraction, the numerator of which is the number of Common Shares
outstanding on such etTective date or record date before giving effect to such Common
Share Reorganization and the denominator of which is the number of Common Shares
outstanding immediately after giving effect to such Common Share Reorganization
(including. in the case where securities exchangeable for or convertible inlo Common
Shares are distributed, the nwuber of Common Shares that would have been outstanding
had all such securities been exchanged for or converted into ConmlOn Shares on such
effective date or record date).

(b) If and whenever at any time after the date hereof the Company fixes a record date
for the issue of rights, options or warrants to the holders of all or substantially all
of ils outstanding Common Shares under which such holders are entitled to
subscribe for or purchase Common Shares or secLUities exchangeable for or
convertible into Common Shares, where:

(i) the right to subscribe for or purchase Conunon Shares, or the right 10

exchange securities for or convert securities into Common Shares, expires
not more than 45 days after the date of such issue (the period from the
record date to the date of expiry being herein in this Section 12 called the
"RiO'hts Period") ande ,

(ii) the cost per Common Share during the Rights Period (inclusive of any cost
of acquisition of securities exchangeable for or convertible into Common
Shares in addition to any direct cost of Common Shares) (herein in this
Section 12 called the "Per Share Cost") is less than 95% of the Current
Market Price of the Common Shares on the record date,

(any of such events being called a "Rights Offering"), then the Exercise Price will be
adjusted effective immediately after the end of the Rights Period to a price determined by
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multiplying the Exercise Price in effect immediately prior to the end of the Rights Period
by a fraction:

(A) the numerator of which is the aggregate of:

(1) the number of Conunon Shares outstanding as of the record date
for the Rights Offering; and

(2) a number determined by dividing the product oftbe Per Share Cost
and:

(I) where the event glvmg rise to the application of this
subsection 12(b) was the issue of rights, options or warrants
to the holders of Common Shares under which such holders
are entitled to subscribe for or purchase additional
Common Shares, the number of ConmlOn Shares so
subscribed for or purchased during the Rights Period. or

(II) where the event giving rise to the application of this
subsection 12(b) was the issue of rights. options or warrants
to the holders of Common Shares under which such holders
are entitled to subscribe for or purchase securities
exchangeable for or convertible into COlllmon Shares, the
number of Common Shares for which those securities so
subscribed for or purchased during the Rights Period could
have been exchanged or into which tlley could have been
converted during the Rights Period,

by the Current Market Price of the Common Shares as of the
record date for the Rights Offering; and

(B) the denominator of which is:

(I) in the case described in subparagraph 12(b)(A)(2)(1), the number
of Common Shares outstanding, or

(2) in the case described in subparagraph 12(b)(A)(2)(II), the nwnber
of Common Shares that would be outstanding if all the Common
Shares described in subparagraph 12(b)(A)(2)(11) had been issued,

as at the end of the Rights Period.

Any Common Shares owned by or held for the account of the Company or any subsidiary
or affiliate (as defined in the Securities Act (Ontario)) of the Company will be deemed
not to be outstanding for the purpose of any such computation.
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If by the tenns of the rights, options or warrants referred to in this Section 12, there is
more than one purchase. conversion or exchange price per Common Share. the aggregate
price of the total number of additional Common Shares offered for subscription or
purchase, or the aggregate conversion or exchange price of the convertible securities so
offered. will be calculated for purposes of the adjustment on the basis of:

(I) the lowest purchase, conversion or exchange price per
Common Share, as the case may be, if such price is
applicable to all Common Shares which are subject to the
rights, options or warrants, and

(II) the average purchase, conversion or exchange price per
Common Share, as the case may be, if the applicable price
is detemlined by reference to the number of Common
Shares acquired.

To the extent that any adjustment in the Exercise Price occurs pursuant to this Section 12
as a result of the fixing by the Company of a record date for the distribution of rights.
options or warrants referred to in this Section 12, the Exercise Price will be readjusted
immediately after the expiration of any relevant exchange, conversion or exercise right to
the Exercise Price which would then be in effect based upon the number of Common
Shares actually issued and remaining issuable after such expiration, and will be further
readjusted in such marmer upon expiration of any further such right.

If the Holder has exercised this Warrant in accordance herewith during the period
beginning immediately after the record date for a Rights Offering and ending on the last
day of the Rights Period therefor (the "Enlitlcmcnl Period"), the Holder will, in addition
to the Common Shares to which it is otherwise entitled upon such exercise, be entitled to
that l1lunber of additional Common Shares equal to the result obtained when (A) the
Exercise Price in effect immediately prior to the end of such Rights Offering pursuant to
this subsection is multiplied by the nwnber of COn1l110n Shares received upon the
exercise of this Warrant during such period, (B) the resulting product is divided by the
Exercise Price as adjusted for such Rights Offering pursuant to this subsection, and (C)
the number of Common Shares acquired by the Holder during the Entitlement Period in
accordance with the terms hereof is subtracted from the resulting divided product;
provided that the provisions of Section 7 will be applicable to any fractional interest in a
Common Share to which such Holder might otherwise be entitled. Such additional
Common Shares will be deemed to have been issued to the Holder immediately following
the end of the Rights Period and a certificate for such additional Common Shares will be
delivered to such Holder within ten (to) Business Days follo..ving the end of the Rights
Period.

(c) If and whenever at any time after the date hereof the Company fixes a record date
for the issue or the distribution to the holders of all or substantiaJly all its
Common Shares of:
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(i) shares of the Company of any class other than Common Shares:

(ii) rights, options or warrants to acquire shares or securities exchangeable for
or convertible into shares or property or other assets of the Company;

(iii) evidence of indebtedness; or

(iv) any property or OUler assets,

and if such issuance or distribution does not constitute (A) a Common Share
Reorganization, (8) a Rights Offering or (C) the issue of rights, options or warrants to the
holders of all or substantially all of its outstanding Common Shares under which such
holders are entitled to subscribe for or purchase Common Shares or securities
exchangeable for or convertible into Conunon Shares, where:

(a) the right to subscribe for or purchase Common Shares, or the right
to exchange securities for or convert securities into Common
Shares, expires not more than 45 days after the date of such issue,
and

(b) the cost per Common Share during the Rights Period, inclusive of
the Per Share Cost, is 95% or more than the Current Market Price
of the Common Shares on the record date

(any of such non-excluded events being called a "Special Distribution"), the Exercise
Price will be adjusted effective immediately after such record date to a price detemlined
by multiplying the Exercise Price in effect on such record date by a fraction:

(C) the numerator of which is:

(I) the product of the number of Common Shares outstanding on such
record date and the Current Market Price of the Common Shares
on such record date; less

(2) the aggregate fair market value (as detemlined by action by the
directors of the Company, subject, however, to the prior written
consent of the stock exchange upon which the Common Shares
may be listed, where required) to the holders of the Common
Shares of such securities or property or other assets so issued or
distributed in the Special Distribution; and

(D) the denominator of which is the number of Conmlon Shares outstanding
on such record date multiplied by the Current Market Price of the
Common Shares on such record date.

Any Common Shares owned by or held for the account of the Company or any subsidiary
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or affiliate (as defined in the Secllrifies Act (Ontario» of the Company will be deemed
not to be outstanding for the purpose of any such computation.

(d) If and whenever at any time after the date hereof there is a Common Share
Reorganization, a Rights Offering, a Special Distribution. a reclassification or
redesignalion of the Common Shares outstanding at any time or change of the
Common Shares into other shares or into other securities (other than a Common
Share Reorganization), or a consolidation, plan of arrangement, amalgamation or
merger of the Company with or into any other corporation or other entity (other
than a consolidation, plan of arrangement. amalgamation or merger which does
not result in any reclassification or redesignation of the outstanding Common
Shares or a change of the Common Shares into other shares), or a transfer of the
undertaking or assets of the Company as an entirety or substantially as an entirety
to another corporation or other entity (any of such events being called a "Capital
Reorganization"), the Holder, upon exercising this Warrant after the effective
date of such Capital Reorganization, will be entitled to receive and shall accept in
lieu of the number of Common Shares to which such Holder was theretofore
entitled upon such exercise, the aggregate number of shares, other securities or
other property which such Holder would have been entitled to receive as a result
of such Capital Reorganization if. on the effective date thereof, the Holder had
been the registered holder of the number of Common Shares to which such
Holder was theretofore entitled upon exercise of this Warrant. If detennined
appropriate by action of the directors of the Company. appropriate adjustments
will be made as a result of any such Capital Reorganization in the application of
the provisions set forth in this Section 12 with respect to the rights and interests
thereafter of the Holder to the end that the provisions set forth in this Section 12
will thereafter correspondingly be made applicable as nearly as may reasonably
be in relation to any shares, other securities or other propeny thereafter
deliverable upon the exercise hereof. Any such adjustment must be made by and
set forth in an amendment to this Warrant approved by action by the directors of
the Company and will for all purposes be conclusively deemed to be an
appropriate adjustment.

(e) If at any time after the date hereof and prior 10 the Expiry Time any adjustment in
the Exercise Price shall occur as a result of:

(i) an event referred to in subsection 12(a);

(ii) the fixing by the Company of a record date for an event referred to III

subsection 12(b); or

(iii) the fixing by the Company of a record date for an event referred to in
subsection 12(c) if such event constitutes the issue or distribution to the
holders of all or substantially all of its outstanding Common Shares of (A)
Equity Shares, or (8) securities exchangeable for or convertible into
Equity Shares at an exchange or conversion price per Equity Shares less
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than the Current Market Price on such record dafe or (C) rights. options or
warrants to acquire Equity Shares at an exercise, exchange or conversion
price per Equity Share less than the Current Market Price on such record
date,

then the number of Common Shares purchasable upon the subsequent exercise of this
Warrant shall be simultaneously adjusted by multiplying the nwnber of Common Shares
purchasable upon the exercise of this Warrant immediately prior to such adjustment by a
fraction which shall be the reciprocal of the fraction employed in the adjustment of the
Exercise Price. To the extent any adjustment in subscription rights occurs pursuant to (i)
this subsection 12(e) as a result of a distribution of exchangeable or convertible securities
other than Equity Shares referred to in subsection 12(a), or (ii) as a result of the fixing by
the Company of a record date for the distribution of rights, options or warrants referred to
in subsection 12(b), the number of Common Shares purchasable upon exercise of this
Warrant shall be readjusted inunediately after the expiration of any relevant exchange,
conversion or exercise right to the number of Common Shares which would be
purchasable based upon the number of Comlllon Shares actually issued and remaining
issuable immediately after such expiration, and shall be further readjusted in such manner
upon expiration of any further such right. To the extent that any adjustment in
subscription rights occurs pursuant to this subsection 12(e) as a result of the fixing by the
Company of a record date for the distribution of exchangeable or convertible securities
other than Equity Shares or rights. options or warrants referred to in subsection 12(c), the
number of Common Shares purchasable upon exercise of this Warrant shall be readjusted
immediately after the expiration of any relevant exchange, conversion or exercise right to
the number which would be purchasable pursuant to dus subsection 12(e) if the fair
market value of such securities or such rights, options or warrants had been detemlined
for purposes of the adjustment pursuant to this subsection l2(e) on the basis of the
number of Equity Shares issued and remaining issuable immediately after such
expiration, and shall be further readjusted in such manner upon expiration of any further
such right.

13. Rules Regarding Calculation of Adjustment of Exercise Price

(a) The adjustments provided for in Section 12 are cumulative and will, in the case of
adjustments to the Exercise Price, be computed to the nearest one-tenth of one
cent and will be made successively whenever an event referred to therein occurs,
subject to the followi.ng subsections of this Section 13.

(b) No adjustment in the Exercise Price is required to be made unless such adjustment
would result in a change of at least I% in the prevailing Exercise Price; provided,
however, that any adjustments which, except for the provisions of this subsection,
would otherwise have been required to be made, will be carried forward and taken
into account in any subsequent adjustments.

(c) No adjustment in the Exercise Price will be made in respect of any event
described in Section 12, other than the events referred to in clauses 12(a)(iii) and
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(iv), if the Holder is entitled to partiCipate in such event on the same terms,
mutatis mutandis. as if the Holder had exercised this Warrant prior to or on 111e
elTective date or record date of such event.

(d) If at any time a dispute arises with respect to adjustments provided for in Section
12, such dispute will be conclusively determined by the auditors of the Company
or if they are unable or unwilling to act, by such other finn of independent
chartered accountants as may be selected by action by the directors of the
Company and any such determination, where required, will be binding upon the
Company, the Holder and shareholders of the Company. The Company will
provide such auditors or accountants with access to all necessary records of the
Company.

(e) tn case the Company after the date of issuance of this Warrant takes any action
affecting the Common Shares, other than action described in Section 12, which in
the opinion of the board of directors of the Company would materially affect the
rights of the Holder, the Exercise Price will be adjusted in such manner, if any,
and at such time. by action by the directors of the Company but subject in all
cases to the prior written consent of the stock exchange upon which the Common
Shares may be listed. where required. and any necessary regulatory approval.
Failure of the taking of action by the directors of the Company so as to provide
for an adjustment on or prior to the effective date of any action by tbe Company
affecting the Common Shares will be conclusive evidence that the board of
directors of the Company has detennined that it is equitable to make no
adjustment in the circumstances.

(f) If the Company sets a record date to detemline the holders of the Common Shares
for the purpose of entitling them to receive any dividend or distribution or sets a
record date to take any other action and, thereafter and before the distribution to
such shareholders of any such dividend or distribution or the taking of any other
action, decides not to implement its plan to payor deliver such dividend or
distribution or take such other action, then no adjustment in the Exercise Price
will be required by reason of the settillg of such record date.

(g) ill the absence of a resolution of the directors of the Company fixing a record date
for a Special Distribution or Rights Offering, the Company will be deemed to
have fixed as the record date therefor the date 011 which the SpeciaJ Distribution
or Rights Offering is effected.

(h) As a condition precedent to the taking of any action which would require any
adjustment to this Warrant, including the Exercise Price, the Company shall take
any corporate action which may be necessary in order that the Company have
unissued and reserved in its authorized capital and may validly and legally issue
as fulJy paid and non-assessable all the shares or other securities which the Holder
is entitled to receive on the full exercise thereof in accordance with the provisions
hereof.
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(i) The Company will from time to time, immediately after the occurrence of any
event which requires an adjustment or readjustment as provided in Section 12.
forthwith give notice to the Holder specifying the event requiring such adjustment
or readjustment and the results thereof, including the resulting Exercise Price.

G) The Company covenants to and in favour of the Holder that so long as this
Warrant remains outstanding, it will give notice to the Holder of its intention to
fix a record dale for any event referred to in subsections 12(a), (b) or (c) (other
than the subdivision or consolidation of the Common Shares) which may give rise
to an adjustment in the Exercise Price, and, in each case, such notice must specify
the particulars of such event and the record date or the effective date for such
event~ provided that Ihe Company is only required to specify in such notke such
particulars of such event as have been fixed and detennined on the date on which
such notice is given. Such notice shall be given not less than 14 days prior to each
such applicable record date or effective date.

14. Consolid:ltion and AnullgalUation

(a) The Company shall not enter into any transaction whereby all or substantially all
of its undertaking, property and assets would become the property of any other
corporation (herein called a "successor corporation") whether by way of
reorganization. reconstruction, consolidation, amalgamation, merger, transfer,
sale, disposition or otherwise, unless prior to or contemporaneously with the
conswnmalion of such transaction the Company and the successor corporation
shall have executed such instmments and done such things as. in the opinion of
counsel to the Holder, are necessary or advisable to establish thai upon the
consummation of such transaction:

(i) the successor corporation will have assumed all the covenants and
obligations of the Company under this Warrant, and

(ii) the Warrant will be a valid and binding obligation of the successor
corporation entitling the Holder, as against the successor corporation, to
all the rights of the Holder under this Warrant, f1lu/(l1is mutandis.

(b) Whenever the conditions of subsection 14(a) shaU have been duly observed and
perfonned the successor corporation shall possess, and from time to time may
exercise, each and every right and power of the Company under this Warrant in
the name of the Company or otherwise and any act or proceeding by any
provision hereof required to be done or perfonned by any director or officer of the
Company may be done and perfomled with like force and effect by the like
directors or officers of the successor corporation.
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15. Representation and Warrant)'

The Company hereby represents and warrants with and to the Holder that the Company is
duly authorized and has the corporate and lawful power and authority to create and issue this
Warrant and the Common Shares issuable upon the exercise hereof and perfonn its obligations
hereunder and that this Warrant represents a valid, legal and binding obligation of the Company
enforceable in accordance with its terms.

16. If Share Transfer Books Closed

The Company shall not be required to deliver certificates for Common Shares while the
share transfer books of the Company are properly closed, prior to any meeting of shareholders or
for the payment of dividends or for any other purpose and in the event of the surrender of any
Warrant in accordance with the provisions hereof and the making of any subscription and
payment for the Common Shares called for thereby during any such period delivery of
certificates for Conullon Shares may be postponed for a period of time not exceeding five (5)
Business Days after the date of the re-opening of said share transfer books. Provided however
that any such postponement of delivery of certificates shall be without prejudice to the right of
the Holder. if the Holder has surrendered the same and made payment during such period, to
receive such certificates for the Common Shares called for after the share transfer books have
been re-opened.

17. Lost Certificate

If this certificate evidencing the Warrants becomes stolen, lost, mutilated or destroyed.
the Company may, on such terms as it may in its discretion impose. issue and countersign a new
certificate of like denomination, tenor and date as the certificate so stolen, lost mutilated or
destroyed.

18. Legends on Common Shares

Any certificate representing Conullon Shares issued upon the exercise of this Warrant
prior to the date upon which the Company becomes a reporting issuer in any province or territory
of Canada, will bear legends in substantially the following form:

UNLESS PERMITrED UNDER SECURJTIES LEGISLATION, THE HOLDER OF THIS SECURITY
MUST NOT TRADE THE SECURITY BEFORE THE DATE THAT IS 4 MONTHS AND A DAY
AITER THE LATER OF (i) [INSERT THE DISTRIBUTION DATE], AND (ii) THE DATE THE
ISSUER BECAME A REPORTING ISSUER IN ANY PROVINCE OR TERRITORY OF CANADA.

t 9. Governing Law

This Warrant shall be governed by, and construed in accordance With, the laws of the
Province of Ontario and the federal laws of Canada applicable therein but the reference to such
Jaws shall not, by conflict of laws rules or otherwise, require the application of the law of any
jurisdiction other than the Province of Ontario. The parties hereto hereby irrevocably attorn to
the non-exclusive jurisdiction of the Courts of the Province of Ontario.
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20. Sevenlbilit)'

If anyone or more of the provisions or parts thereof contained in this Warrant should be
or become invalid, illegal or unenforceable in any respect in any jurisdiction, the remaining
provisions or parts thereof contained herein shall be and shall be conclusively deemed to be, as
to such jurisdiction, severable therefrom and:

(a) the validity, legaJity or enforceability of such remaining provisions or parts
thereof shall not in any way be affected or impaired by the severance of the
provisions or parts thereof severed; and

(b) the invalidity, illegality or wlenforceability of any prOVISion or part thereof
contained in this Warrant in any jurisdiction shall not affect or impair such
provision or part thereof or any other provisions of this Warrant in any other
jurisdiction.

21. Headings

The headings of the sections, subsections and clauses of this Warrant have been inserted
for convenience and reference only and do not define, limit, alter or enlarge the meaning of any
provision of this Warrant.

22. Numbering of Sections, etc,

Unless otherwise stated, a reference herein to a numbered or lettered section, subsection,
clause, subclause or schedule refers to the section, subsection, clause, subclause or schedule
bearing that number or letter in this Warrant.

23. Gender

Whenever used in this Warrant, words importing the singular number only shall include
the plural, and vice versa, and words importing the masculine gender shall include the feminine
gender.

24. Day not a Business Day

In the event that any day on or before which any action is required to be taken herewlder
is not a Business Day, then such action shall be required to be taken on or before the requisite
time on the next succeeding day that is a Business Day.

25. Computation of Time Period

Except to the extent otherwise provided herein, in the computation of a period of time
fTom a specified date to a later specified date, the word "from" means "from and includi.ng" and
the words '·to" and "unlir' each mean "to but excluding".
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26. Binding Effect

Tills Warrant and all of its provisions shall enure to the benefit of the Holder and his
heirs. executors, administrators, legal personal representatives, permitted assigns and successors
and shall be binding upon the Company and its successors and pemlitted assigns.

27. Notice

Any notice. document or communication required or permitted by this Warrant to be
given by a party hereto shall be in writing and is sufficiently given if delivered personally, or if
sent by prepaid registered mail, or if transmitted by any form of recorded teleconmmnication
tested prior to transmission, to such party addressed as follows:

(a) to the Holder, in the register to be maintained pursuant to Section 5 hereof; and

(b) to the Company at:

65 Queen Street West
Suite 805
Toronto, Ontario
M51-! 2M5

Attention:
Telecopier:

Corporate Secretary
(647) 438-2701

Notice so mailed shall be deemed to have been given on the fifth (5th
) Business Day after deposit

in a post ofIice or public letter box. Neither party shall mail any notice, request or other
communication hereunder during any period in which applicable postal workers are on strike or
if such strike is imminent and may reasonably be anticipated to affect the nomlal delivery of
mail. Notice transmitted by a form of recorded telecommunication or delivered personally shall
be deemed given on the day of transmission or personal delivery, as the case may be provided
that if such day is not a Business Day then the notice, request or other communication shall be
deemed to have been given and received on the first Business Day following such day. Any party
may from time to time notify the other in the manner provided herein of any change of address
which thereafter, until change by like notice, shall be the address of such party for all purposes
hereof.

28. Time of Essence

Time shall be of the essence hereof.

ISignatllre page/ollowsl
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iN \VITNESS WHEREOF the Company has caused this Warrant certificate to be
signed by its duly authorized officer as of this 5th day of April. 2012.

MASON GRArHITE CORP.

rer: -,---=~=".,----:-:c------
Authorized Signatory
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SCHEDULE "A"

SUBSCRIPTION FORM

TO: MASON GRAPHITE CORP.
65 Queen Street West
Suite 805
Toronto, Ontario
M5H 2M5

The undersigned hereby subscribes for common shares CCommon Shares") of
Mason Graphite Corp. (the "Corporation") (or such other number of Common Shares or other
securities to which such subscription entitles the undersigned in lieu thereof or in addition thereto
pursuant to the provisions of the warrant certificate (the "\Varrant Certificate") dated as of the
5lh day of April, 2012 issued by the Corporation to the Holder (as defined in the Warrant
Certificate)) at the purchase price of CDNSO.75 per Common Share (or at such other purchase
price as may then be in effect under the provisions of the Warrant Certificate) and on and subject
to the other temlS and conditions specified in the Warrant Certificate and encloses herewith a
certified cheque, bank draft or money order in lawful money of Canada payable to the
Corporation or has transmitted same day funds in lawful money of Canada by wire to such
account as the Corporation directed the undersigned in payment of the subscription price.

By executing this subscription Conn the undersigned represents and warrants that the undersigned
is not a U.S. Person or a Person within the United States and that the Common Shares are not
being subscribed for on behalf of a U.S. person (as such temlS are defined for purposes of the
United States Securities Act of 1933. as amended).

The undersigned hereby directs that the Common Shares subscribed for be registered and
delivered as follows:

Name in Full
Address
(include Postal Code)

Number of
Common Shares

DATED this __day of ~. 20_.

NAME:
Signature:
Address:

If any Warrants represented by this Warrant Certificate arc not being exercised, a new Warrant
certificate representing the number of Warrants which are not exercised hereby will be issued
and delivered with the Common Share certificate(s).
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SCHEDULE "8"

FORM OF TRANSFER

FOR VALUE RECEIVED, the undersigned hereby sells, assigns and transfers unto (name)
_________(.he "Transferee"), -,------,-;--,-
---:-,------: = -:;-:-:-_---;::---:-:_-:::-_--:-:----;::-__-:::-_--,- (residential
address) Warrants of Mason Graphite Corp. (the "Company") registered in the
name of the undersigned on the records of the Company represented by the within Warrant
certificate, and irrevocably appoints the Secretary of the Company as the attorney of the
undersigned to transfer the said securities on the books or register of transfer, with full power
of substitution.

DATED the __ day of "20_"

Signature Guaranteed
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(Signature of Holder, to be the same as
appears on the face oftbis Warrant
Certificate)




